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Background
Following many years of secrecy over the content of Coast Guard “professional exams” given to merchant marine officers
and ratings and as a result of a formal appeal made on behalf of all merchant mariners, in 1988 the Coast Guard finally
released their complete database of exam questions, answers and illustrations to the public. However, on July 8, 2010, Captain
Stalfort, Commanding Officer of the National Maritime Center gave formal notice that the entire database, built over a period
of many years would be removed from the internet.
As the person responsible for the original appeal that obtained the release of the database to the public in 1988, I attempted
to restore the questions to the Internet through the correspondence shown in this report. Both as a maritime educator and editor
of maritime textbooks since 1970, I believe that the removal of this database was a step that could set back our mariners, who
are required to take and pass Coast Guard professional examinations, at least 20 years.
For 2½ years, as Secretary of the National Mariners Association (NMA), I directed our complaints to the Coast Guard,
Congress and others with the potential to assist us. Our Association used the “appeal” channel to the Director of Prevention
Policy (CG-54) and awaited a formal reply that 46 CFR §1.03-40 provides for “Final Agency Action.”
Eventually, after our issues were ignored by countless Coast Guard officers including the Commandant, our appeal was
answered – although problems do remain. In Revision 6 of this report, we formally requested the Inspector General to audit
the situation in order to clarify, correct and improve the future administration of several aspects of programs administered by
the Department of Homeland Security.
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OUR REQUEST TO HOMELAND SECURITY TO LOOK INTO THE REMOVAL OF PUBLIC
INTERNET ACCESS TO THE COAST GUARD’S EXAM QUESTION DATABASE
August 25, 2011
Department of Homeland Security
Investigations Hotline
Office of the Inspector General, Mail Stop 2600
245 Murray Drive, SW Building 410
Washington, DC 20528
VIA FAX TO: 202-254-4292
Our File #: GCM-287
Dear Sir or Madam,
Our Association asserts that the public has a well-established right to free access the very latest version of
every examination question and answer and that it is a function of the Coast Guard to maintain the database
up to date.
On July 6, 2010 U.S. Coast Guard Captain David Stalfort, Commanding Officer of the National Maritime
Center, 100 Forbes Drive, Martinsburg, WV issued a document titled Changes to Mariner Examination Questions
Posting [Enclosure #1](1) that effectively removed all public internet access to every license exam question and
answer. [(1)Update: 11/11/12 – Also included is loss of access to two books of illustrations used extensively on deck
and engine exams.]
Acting as Secretary of the National Mariners Association, I wrote to Capt. David Stalfort on July 8, 2010
protesting the removal of this data [Enclosure #2] on behalf of the 126,000 “limited tonnage” merchant mariners
whose interests we strive to protect.
To assert our claim, we produced a letter from the Coast Guard former Chief of Staff RADM A. Bruce Beran
[Enclosure #3] dated 18 July 1988 that granted my (personal) Freedom of Information Act Appeal #85-10 to
make all Coast Guard examination questions available to the public citing a comparable policy by the Federal
Aviation Administration.
Later in July 1988, I received a carton of paper containing a printout of all existing Coast Guard databank
questions. At the same time, I received mainframe computer tapes of these questions and answers as did many
other maritime educators at a total cost to the government of approximately $6,000. However, these tapes were
absolutely useless to most recipients as nobody possessed compatible computer equipment to utilize them. The
Coast Guard’s goal, however, clearly was to make the questions and answers available to the public without
favoritism and without reservation.
At the time, as Newsletter Editor for the National Association of Maritime Educators (NAME), I sought
professional services to convert the useless computer tapes into usable computer disks. Also, as Vice President of
Marine Education Textbooks (MET), I offered paper copies from our Xerox 9500 printer as a non-profit public
service for all maritime educators responsible for training merchant mariners.
As “Editor” at Marine Education Textbooks, I compiled many of the “genuine” Coast Guard questions along
with questions of my own along with text and other explanatory material to prepare license study textbooks for sale
as a “value added” product. Most of our textbooks were and are directed to “hawsepipers” (i.e., merchant mariners
with some educational achievement deficiencies). I have edited Marine Education Textbooks continuously for the
past 41 years.
Shortly after releasing the questions in 1988, the U.S. Government Printing Office printed all the questions,
answers and accompanying illustrations in a series of 15 “Yellow Books” for sale to the public. These books were
updated and corrected several times until about 2000 when the contents were placed on the internet by the National
Maritime Center – then located in Arlington, VA – for public access.
Computerizing the database was a step forward in making the database more accessible and useful for all
working mariners preparing for exams leading to Coast Guard credentials. Mariner training also was reinforced by
“assessments” of practical knowledge under STCW 1995 amendments and by requiring practical assessments of
towing vessel officers with Towing Officer Assessment Records (TOAR) started in 2001. In 2004, Congress added
the nation’s 6,100 towing vessels to be inspected. Towing vessel officers are now tested on their “knowledge”
through either passing a Coast Guard examination or attending school in addition to practical assessments.
The Coast Guard corrected, updated and maintained this database on line and open to the public until July 6,
2010 when the Coast Guard removed public access to the Q&A database. [Enclosure #1]
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During this 10-year period (1988-1998), NAME – on its own initiative – generated approximately 1,500
proposed corrections to Coast Guard exam questions, answers and illustrations – 750 of which resulted in changes
incorporated into the Coast Guard database. Although NAME took the lead, we also encouraged other individual
maritime instructors to submit timely corrections and updates to the database. In addition, mariners who took Coast
Guard examinations were (and still are) offered the opportunity by the National Maritime Center to submit
“comments or challenges” from the exam room. However, such “challenges” to exam questions that are allowed
only before candidates leave the exam room are clearly last ditch efforts to avoid costly and time-consuming
retesting procedures. Consequently, we assert that the entire Coast Guard data base since 1988 was
continuously used and improved through input welcomed from mariners, instructors, and the general public.
Our Association’s Assertion of Unresponsiveness
The action of eliminating public access to the exam question database clearly was an official act that was taken
by Captain David Stalfort as Commanding Officer of the National Maritime Center. We believe he, and any others
responsible for this decision, must be held accountable for his actions by appropriate government authorities.
Our letter of protest on July 8, 2010 [Enclosure #2] sent by fax to him before the data was removed from the
internet on July 12, 2010. It was faxed well before Captain David Stalfort was relieved by Captain Anthony Lloyd
on or about July 22, 2010. However, neither Captain Stalfort nor his successor Captain Anthony Lloyd ever took
the time to respond to our letter. We are offended by their cavalier and unresponsive treatment, which,
unfortunately, has become all too common by Coast Guard officers.
After waiting a suitable period for a response, our Association filed a formal Appeal with the Director of
Prevention Policy (CG-54) on November 23, 2010. [Enclosure #4] After our appeal sat in his office for the past
nine months, we will take this opportunity to express our dissatisfaction with the treatment accorded our formal
Appeal by the Director of Prevention Policy (CG-54).
Learning from presentations at several Federal Advisory Committee meetings that most appeals were answered
promptly, we then wrote (Certified Mail, Return Receipt) to Commandant Robert Papp on Feb 21, 2011
complaining of past instances where correspondence addressed to Captain Stalfort were never answered. The letter
addressed to the Commandant was never answered. We respectfully submit that informing and directing a
subordinate officer to at least address and respond to our complaints would not place an excessive demand on the
Commandant’s time. [Enclosure #5]
On June 22, 2011, we wrote to DHS Secretary Janet Napolitano on the subject of Unresponsive Coast Guard
Officials. [Enclosure #6] Captain Lloyd responded on behalf of the Secretary on July 22, 2011. However, his letter
offered no changes from Captain Stalfort’s unexplained policies – a position we consider unacceptable. [Enclosure #7].
Our Association Asserts Possible Ethical or Legal Misconduct
On or about July 29, 2011, we received a copy of an e-mail [Enclosure #8] from a reliable but undisclosed
source purportedly drafted by David C. Stalfort, now employed in a civilian capacity as “Director, Performance
Management Programs, ABS Consulting” in Arlington, VA. This is a private government contractor that
regularly does business with the Coast Guard. This letter presents a proposal to develop “6,000 questions (deck
and engine) and 1,000 illustrations” for acceptance by the Coast Guard. “ABS Consulting would then contract
directly with the appropriately qualified groups or individuals and provide compensation for their efforts, perhaps
on a per-question fee basis.”
NMA Comment: The fact that a former high-ranking Coast Guard officer, recently separated from the
service, used the results of an official action for which he was directly responsible to enhance his postmilitary career with a civilian contractor is repugnant to us. We believe this conduct is ethically if not
legally reprehensible. As such, we believe it reflects the appearance of impropriety throughout the Coast
Guard’s chain of command. It is this conduct that we believe deserves a thorough investigation.
Our Association has neither expertise nor authority to “investigate” possible misconduct. However, we do have
considerable experience with Coast Guard investigations(1) and their outcomes.(2) Consequently, we call upon those
agencies of the Federal government responsible for carrying out investigations – as well as investigative journalists
to look into this matter in its entirety. There are approximately 210,000 credentialed merchant mariners who at
one time or another are examined by the Coast Guard on their knowledge in “professional examinations that
use the Coast Guard database.” [(1)Refer to NMA Report #R-429-M (Reprint of Department of Homeland Security
Report #OIG-08-51, (48p.); NMA Report #R-429, Rev. 1, NMA Report to Congress: Shortcomings in Marine
Safety Investigations.. (51p.); NMA Report # R-429-A, Rev 1. NMA Report #R-429-B, Rev. 1. (2)NMA Report #R-
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204, Rev. 3. All reports are available on request.]
In light of the Coast Guard lack of cooperation, we are prepared to furnish the media with full information and
invite their participation as this appears to be the only way to keep the Coast Guard accountable for its actions.
Additional Professional Considerations – The Quality of Merchant Mariner Exam Questions.
Citing the introductory paragraph of [Enclosure #8] above “As you well know, the issue of the quality of
merchant marine exam questions has been long standing among the maritime industry and we now have an
opportunity to address the issue.”
We point out that the quality of the existing examination questions contained in the database has survived
intense public scrutiny from 1988 to 2010. Corrections to the database were routinely and continually posted and
reflected the best efforts of mariners, instructors, and members of the public to maintain its credibility.
We understand that the Coast Guard designates certain employees at the National Maritime Center (NMC) to
maintain the quality of the database. As Commanding Officer, Captain Stalfort was in charge of those employees
while he served as Commanding Officer. While he was in command, the number of employees involved in mariner
“credentialing” and under his supervision nationwide almost doubled in size.
Our goal is clearly stated as access to accurate examination questions. Those questions were in the public domain yet
were removed by Captain Stalfort. Returning these questions, answers, and illustrations to public access and scrutiny is
an important issue. The idea that mariners can memorize questions and answers from a field of 25,000 questions and
answers and apply that knowledge on a randomly selected exam is far-fetched. Even if so, most mariners must then
“prove” they can do the job they are licensed for through a program of assessments that we believe adequately protects
the public. Further protection is available by strengthening company hiring practices and adequate liability insurance.
Our Association fully understands the need to generate new questions covering new areas within the topics and
subtopics defined by 46 CFR §11.910-2. [Enclosure #9] As a schoolteacher by profession and textbook editor, I
understand that creating appropriate multiple choice questions covering both existing and new topics in the
regulations to the level required by the Coast Guard is a specialized job.
In the past, the Coast Guard used outside contractors to obtain that expertise. For example, Houston Marine
Services compiled most of the existing Mobile Offshore Drilling Unit questions years ago under contract for
$141,000. Nobody says that this expertise is cheap. However, the questions generated and paid for by our
taxpayers always were made accessible to the public starting as soon as they were introduced following the public
release of the exam question and answer database provided by the Coast Guard’s Chief of Staff letter in 1988.
We assert that the “Examination Topics” and subtopics listed in [Enclosure #9] represent the most useful
regulatory guidance for thousands of merchant mariners preparing for their written Coast Guard examinations on
their own. They often provide the only other markers for establishing a working curriculum for training
institutions. The actual questions and answers define the scope and the extent of current credentialing
examinations that are given by the Coast Guard at maritime academies, private training facilities, and at 17
USCG Regional Examination Centers (REC). We believe that [Enclosure #10] in the form of an e-mail sent to
Captain Stalfort expresses the importance of the question and answer database in further defining existing
examinations. However, we assert that the continued public availability of these questions in their most up-todate form on the internet is absolutely essential for all mariners. The idea of preparing a few “Specimen
Questions” as suggested by Coast Guard officials involves creating unnecessary extra work for the Coast Guard at
taxpayer expense and is a duplication of effort that falls far short of our request.
In summary, the public, including both mariners and maritime educators, requires access to the latest, updated
questions to satisfactorily prepare for credentialing exams; and the questions themselves must meet high Coast Guard
standards. These standards involve having a publicly available source for each question. In respect to this rulemaking,
and the availability of adequate textual background material, we recommend that the text material that supports existing
examination questions, answers, and illustrations henceforth be incorporated by Reference in 46 CFR Part 11..
Very truly yours,
s/Richard A. Block, B.A., M.S. (Ed.)
Master #1186377, Issue #9
Secretary, National Mariners Association
[Update 1/11/12: – A month after I wrote this letter (i.e., Sep. 26, 2011), I wrote to Mr. Charles Edwards, Acting DHS

Inspector General, as follows: “Dear Mr. Edwards, On Aug. 23, 2011 I faxed the attached report (above) to your
office’s Investigations Hotline requesting an investigation described in the attached pages. I also enclosed an
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editorial from the Waterways Journal that does a very good job in condensing the matter. After a month had
passed and with no word from your office, I am seeking further information as to whether the requested
investigation has been authorized and, if so, what if any progress has been made.”
We received no response to this letter!
I later learned that on Oct. 20, 2010, Capt. Ray Bollinger, a DHS Maritime Program Analyst, as part of his
employment exit interview met with Acting DHS Inspector General Charles Edwards and two DHS lawyers in the
Inspector General’s office. Captain Bollinger was retiring from his position under protest because he believed the
Inspector General’s office’s had been ineffective in dealing with Coast Guard and maritime issues. He carried
with him a virtual copy of our Association’s “Hotline” letter of Aug. 25, 2011 (above) that he obtained from our
internet website to illustrate an office weakness with what he considered to be a particularly glaring example.
Apparently Mr. Edwards, in spite of the fact that our correspondence passed through the DHS “Hotline,” had
no idea that this problem with the Coast Guard’s exam question, answer, and illustration database even existed.
Our Association believes that this speaks to the ineffectiveness of the entire DHS “Hotline” process.
Although he reportedly studied the correspondence in detail during this meeting, and even tracked it on the
“Hotline” confirming that it had come through the hotline connection in Washington, he had not previously seen a
copy of that correspondence the “Hotline” received a month earlier. Our letter served as an example of the
ineffectiveness of the procedures offered to members of the public. Even though we now know that a copy of
our letter was brought to the personal attention of the Acting Inspector General, its presentation never
elicited any response and, to this day, remains unanswered.]
[NMA Comment: The following information taken from the DHS Inspector General’s website encouraged us to make a
“hotline” complaint. As a bare minimum, we expected to be contacted about our report. Considering the size of the
Department of Homeland Security, the scope of its authority, the dangers that the Department was established to
protect our citizens from, as well as the fact that the Coast Guard (as DHS largest component) does not have its own
Inspector General, we suggest that Congress review the handling of “Hotline” complaints within the Department.]
Report Corruption, Fraud, Waste, Abuse, Mismanagement Or Misconduct
The Office of Inspector General (OIG) Hotline is designed to receive allegations regarding corruption, fraud, waste, abuse, mismanagement
or misconduct within the U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHS) programs and operations. Examples of allegations that should be
reported to the OIG Hotline include: Corruption, fraud, waste, abuse, mismanagement or criminal or administrative misconduct involving
DHS programs, funds, contracts, grants, employees, contractors or operations; Civil rights or civil liberties abuses within DHS; W histleblower
retaliation and other prohibited personnel actions within DHS.
The information you have may help us to determine whether criminal conduct or mismanagement has occurred. To process your
allegation, we will need as much information as possible regarding the suspects and victims. At a minimum, your information should include:
Who committed the wrongdoing (person, company or organization)? W hat exactly did the individual or entity do? W here did the activity take
place? W hen did it happen? How was the activity committed? Do you know why the person committed the alleged wrongdoing?
§ Who else has knowledge of the alleged wrongdoing? USE of the E-mail link on this page will ensure that your complaint is expeditiously
reviewed and properly handled. Also, you will receive a receipt.
§ If you cannot use the E-mail link, please mail your complaint to: U.S. Mail: DHS Office of Inspector General Attention: Office of
Investigations Hotline 245 Murray Drive SW , Building 410/Mail Stop 2600 W ashington, DC 20528. Otherwise, you may: Fax: 202-254-4292
or Phone: 1-800-323-8603 (Used only to report complaints).
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Enclosure #1
PROBLEM - National Maritime Center Removes Public Access to Exam Questions, Answers & Illustrations

U.S. Department of
Homeland Security
United States
Coast Guard

Commanding Officer
United States Coast Guard
National Maritime Center

100 Forbes Drive
Martinsburg, WV 25404
Phone: (304) 433-3400
Fax: (304) 433-3409
E-mail: iasknmc@uscg.mil

July 6, 2010

Changes to Mariner Examination Questions Posting
The United States Coast Guard National Maritime Center (NMC) recently found a nonconformity during a routine internal audit of one of its core programs. In order to maximize
marine transportation safety and ensure conformity with the Merchant Mariner Credentialing
Program's Mission Management System, the Coast Guard will no longer post actual mariner
examination questions on the NMC website. Effective July 12, 2010, the full set of deck and
engineering questions and answers will be removed from the NMC Website. They will be
replaced with sample deck and engineering questions and answers for review by mariners.
The Coast Guard is removing the deck and engine exam questions from the website of the
National Maritime Center to protect the integrity of the exam and the Coast Guard’s
regulation of licensed mariners. The Coast Guard sets standards to ensure that credentialed
mariners are adequately skilled and knowledgeable to protect the public. The examination of
mariners is an integral part of the evaluation process in determining whether a prospective
mariner should receive a credential. Removing the deck and engine exam questions will
facilitate an examination of prospective mariners’ seamanship and maritime knowledge
rather than their knowledge of the questions and answers posted on the website.
Recognizing that many customers use the examination questions to prepare for required
mariner examinations, the NMC will post similar sample questions that are published in
Coast Guard publications and periodicals. Sample deck and engine exam questions can be
found on NMC’s web site at http://usci.miUnmc/training/2010g3 –sample deck questions.pdf
(deck) and htty://uscg.mil/nmc/training/2010g3 sample engineering questions.pdf (engine).
Modifications to the Mariner Examination Deck and Engine Guide will also be forthcoming
to reflect these important changes.
Sincerely,
D. C. STALFORT
Captain, U.S. Coast Guard
[NMA Comment: We have no idea what type of non-conformity may have been revealed by an
audit. Perhaps we might have been more understanding if it had been spelled out for our
mariners.]
For the latest information on STCW and Credentials, visit our web site http://www.uscg.mil/nmc.
The National Maritime Center is an ISO 9001:2068 Compliant Organization
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Enclosure #2
Our Association’s Initial Protest to Commanding Officer, National Maritime Center

July 8, 2010

Captain David Stalfort, Commanding Officer
U.S. Coast Guard National Maritime Center
100 Forbes Drive
Martinsburg, WV 25404
Subject: Changes to Mariner Examination Questions Posting (June 6, 2010)
Via Fax: (304) 433-3409
Dear Captain Stalfort,
On July 18, 1988 as a result of a Freedom of Information Act Request and formal Appeal(1) to a decision by the
Office of Marine Safety, Security, and Environmental Protection, the Coast Guard Chief of Staff released all questions
and answers from the question bank for all merchant marine deck and engine licensing exams. [(1)FOIA Appeal #88-10.]
I started the FOIA process in letters to the Secretary of Transportation in 1983. The process dragged on until
1988.
Although done under my corporate letterhead, a number of maritime educators subsequently formed the nonprofit National Association of Maritime Educators (NAME) that, inter alia, arranged for the distribution of the
released questions to all concerned.(1) This predated the publication of the Coast Guard “Yellow Books” and the
questions’ later posting on the internet. [(1)NAME Newsletter #3 & 5]
During this same time period (1983-1999), NAME pointed out approximately 1,500 questions that contained
various errors. However, we were not alone in assisting the Coast Guard to improve its Q&A data bank. In fact,
the existing data bank benefited from significant public input over the years. In fact, we believe this question bank
truly has become public property and, as such, is far superior to the questions that preceded it and that were kept
shrouded in secrecy. Consequently, we want continued access to the question and answer database for all mariners.
Speaking for myself as well as on behalf of all merchant mariners who take Coast Guard examinations,
instructors that prepare them, and the general public, I believe that at the very least we deserve the transparency of a
much more complete and detailed description of the “…recently found non-conformity during a routine internal
audit of one of its core programs” – which is the only explanation your announcement provided.
I believe that my original FOIA request and its subsequent appeal fully complied with the provisions of FOIA
and the appeal process and the results clearly established the position of mariners as well as the Coast Guard on this
issue.
Although I await the requested written explanation, I am prepared to carry this issue – one I have dealt with for
the past 40 years, – through or beyond your chain of command as may be necessary.
Very truly yours,

s/Richard A. Block
Master #1186377, Issue #9
Secretary, National Mariners Association
[Captain Stalfort never answered this letter.]
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Enclosure # 3
1988 Public Release of Exam Questions and Answers

U.S. Department
Of Transportation

Commandant
United States Coast Guard

W ashington, DC 20574
Staff Symbol G-T15-7
Phone: (202) 267-2324

United States
Coast Guard

5720.7/FOIA/Appeal 85-10

18 JUL 1988
Marine Education Textbooks
Attn: Mr. Richard A. Block
124 North Van Ave.
Houma.LA 70360-5893
Gentlemen:
This is in response to your letter of April 19. 1988, appealing the
decision of the Chief. Office of Marine Safety, Security and
Environmental Protection to withhold the questions and answers from the
question bank for the merchant mariner licensing examinations. Your
appeal is granted.
As you review the questions and answers please keep in mind that we do
not claim that the questions and answers are accurate or appropriate for
a particular examination. The questions and answers wars valid when
placed in the examination question bank and appropriate for at least one
level of examination.
As we construct a test •module we review the applicable regulations and
the questions and answers for appropriateness and accuracy. It is only at
the ties of that review that the Coast Guard believes the questions and
answers are appropriate and accurate.
A printed copy of the questions and answers will be provided to you in
approximately three weeks..
Sincerely,
A. BRUCE BERAN
Rear Admiral, U.S. Coast Guard
Chief of Staff
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Enclosure # 4
Our Association Formally Appealed New Coast Guard Policy

November 23, 2010
Commandant (CG-54)
ATTN: Director of Prevention Policy
U.S. Coast Guard Headquarters
2100 Second Street SE
Washington, DC 20593
FORMAL APPEAL OF COAST GUARD POLICY
Dear Sir or Madam,
Under provisions of 46 CFR §1.05-40, our Association hereby appeals the decision announced by the National
Maritime Center to change the posting of the Coast Guard Exam database announced on July 6, 2010. [Enclosure #1]
I assert that I, acting on behalf of mariners, maritime educators and publishers between 1983 and 1988, attained
the rights to use and contribute to the Coast Guard database as the result of perfecting a formal appeal to the
Commandant many years ago. The circumstances are outlined in the following article that appeared in our
Association’s Newsletter #71 [Enclosure #2]
I provided a timely notice by FAX of our objection to this policy in a letter to Captain David Stalfort, then
serving as Commanding Officer of the National Maritime Center. [Enclosure #3] To the best of my knowledge
and belief, Captain Stalfort never responded to my letter. Unfortunately, Captain Stalfort had a history of not
responding to my written correspondence on at least 15 occasions, a fact I reported at the Congressional hearing on
July 9, 2009 and an issue I brought up and thought I had resolved during our meeting with him at the
MERPAC/TSAC meeting in Martinsburg, WV, on Tuesday Sept. 23, 2009. The NMC Deputy Director and several
of our Association’s Board of Directors were in attendance at that meeting in Captain Stalfort’s office.
[Enclosure #4] contains a cover sheet and 14 pages of “historical” files that support our position. My business
letterhead (i.e., Marine Education Textbooks) and the letterhead of the National Association of (Independent)
Maritime Educators (later NAME) where I served as Newsletter Editor for 13 years appear in these documents.
I also contend that the release of the questions and answers to the public in 1988 pre-dates any subsequent
unspecified “non-conformities” – whatever they may be – that were used to justify the removal of the questions and
answers from the public domain in Enclosure #1.
We ask that the full Q&A database with all subsequent updates be returned to the internet at the earliest possible
moment.
Very truly yours,

s/Richard A. Block
Secretary, National Mariners Association
[Update 8/20/12: Our appeal was granted on Aug. 3, 2012. See Enclosure #19.]
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Enclosure #5
Our Letter to the Commandant

February 21, 2011
Admiral Robert Papp
Commandant, U.S. Coast Guard
2100 Second Street, SW
Washington, DC 20593-0001
Subject: Changes to Mariner Examination Questions Posting, Notice of July 6, 2010 [Enclosure #1]
Reference: File #GCM-287
Dear Admiral Papp,
Our Association speaks on matters of interest and concern to limited tonnage mariners. According to our
records, limited tonnage mariners count for approximately 126,000 of the nation’s 214,000 merchant mariners.
In testimony before the House Coast Guard and Maritime Transportation Subcommittee on July 9, 2009, I
submitted in my written testimony two papers containing scathing criticism of the Coast Guard’s National Maritime
Center – NMA Reports #R-426-D and #R-428--Commanding Officer of the NMC failed to answer up to fifteen
(15) letters I addressed to him personally. I thought we resolved his letter-writing problem at a face-to-face
meeting several months in Martinsburg, WV, where his subordinates went back and provide the requested
information that was by that time outdated and useless.
However, I was wrong. After reading [Enclosure #1] I pointed out and documented the problems with his new
policy. However, I never received a reply to my correspondence. Shortly thereafter he left the National Maritime
Center. From what I could see at the NMC, he had plenty of secretarial help to reply to this letter.
I have held a limited tonnage license since 1955. I began writing textbooks for these licenses while teaching for
the State of Louisiana in 1970 and have done so continuously ever since. I pointed out the problems caused by the
lack of access to Coast Guard exam questions as early as 1983. In response to my complaint, the Coast Guard
Chief of Staff finally opened the question bank in 1988 and the Coast Guard published the Q&A yellow books
gradually switching to a computer database. When I first received word of this from Mr. Bob Smith, a staffer at
NMC at a joint MERPAC/TSAC meeting I could not believe the Coast Guard had not learned the lessons of
History unless they were unaware of that History.
After waiting months for a reply, I filed a formal appeal with the office of the Director of Prevention Policy (CG-54)
on November 23, 2010 by Certified Mail fully outlining our complaint. I notified our mariners about this problem in
NMA Newsletter #71, July 2010, p. 17. Nor am I the only party to make a similar complaint but as an educator by
profession and after working with our limited tonnage mariners both at sea and ashore for the past 40 years, I believe I
am qualified to do so. Our mariners need your help and direction [Enclosure #3]. I think you will find that I am not the
only person to complain about a policy that takes the Coast Guard back 25 years. I have no idea how long it will take to
answer my formal appeal, but I hope to receive a reply before I go to Capitol Hill later this Spring.
Very truly yours,

s/Richard A. Block, B.A., M.S. (Ed)
Master #1186377, Issue #9
Secretary, National Mariners Association
[Update 8/20/12: This letter of complaint sent to Admiral Papp was never answered.]
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Enclosure # 6
Complaint to Secretary of Homeland Security on Unresponsive Coast Guard Officials

June 22, 2011
Attn: Secretary Janet Napolitano
U.S. Department of Homeland Security
Washington, DC 20528
Subject: Unresponsive Coast Guard Officials
Our File #GCM-287
Dear Secretary Napolitano,
As you know, Congress in 46 U.S. Code §2103 assigned to you general superintendence over the Merchant
Marine and Merchant Marine Personnel.
There are approximately 210,000 merchant mariners with Coast Guard credentials. The vast majority of these
“officers” and “ratings” obtain their credentials only after passing “professional examinations.” These exams are
based on questions and answers (Q&A) contained in “deck” and “engine” databases containing approximately 25,000
questions.
On July 18, 1988 at the end of a lengthy FOIA process [Enclosure #1], the Coast Guard released all exam Q&A
to the public (as did the FAA as part of the DoT). Later the government printed and updated these Q&A in books
sold through the GPO. Still later, these Q&A were posted on the Coast Guard internet site.
On July 6, 2010, the Commanding Officer of the National Maritime Center precipitously removed all Q&A
from the internet. [Enclosure #2] I wrote to the Commanding Officer last July. I made a formal appeal through
Coast Guard channels last November and confirmed they received the appeal. I followed up with a personal letter
to the Commandant in January 2011. However, I never received a written reply to any of this correspondence.
I am a teacher by profession and held a limited-tonnage merchant marine officer license for 56 years. I also edit
and publish merchant marine license study textbooks for 41 years.
I assert that the only way mariners can have a “feel” for the scope of the exam they prepare for is if all the Q&A
in the database are freely available to the public where they are also readily available for correction, critique, and
improvement – as has been public policy since 1988. Removing the Q&A will set us back many years and makes it
virtually impossible to have any confidence in the quality of exam questions for any credential. This is especially
important for the 126,000 “limited tonnage” mariners our Association speaks for as for students in state and Federal
maritime academies that face professional examinations at the end of their training.
I was never accorded the basic courtesy of a reasonable explanation of why the Q&A were removed from public
scrutiny. For this reason, I have lost respect for the Appeal process. Coast Guard unresponsiveness on this issue
leads me to believe the action taken in [Enclosure #2] was arbitrary and capricious. I assert that that action does
not facilitate recruiting and credentialing merchant marine personnel.
I respectfully ask that you resolve this issue and fully restore the database to the internet.
Very truly yours,

s/Richard A. Block, B.A., M.S. (Ed.)
Secretary, National Mariners Association
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Enclosure # 7
Captain Lloyd Answers for the DHS Secretary
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[Update 1/11/12: We disagree with the following unsupported opinion: “In short, posting active questions and their
answers fundamentally compromises the integrity of the American Mariner Credentialing System.”
We point out that the Coast Guard examined the same problem in 1988 in a formal appeal before they released all of
the questions, answers and illustrations to the public and came to an entirely different decision. [Enclosure #3] We
note the agency’s inconsistency.
Captain Lloyd mentions “my business.” Although I have actively written license study textbooks for the past 41
years that are used primarily by limited-tonnage mariners, the Coast Guard has never before consulted with me on any
business decision.
Although the Coast Guard studied the issue in great depth and has their own Newman Report(1) to refer to, the Coast
Guard does not appear to understand that many of the mariners served both by our Association and my business have
limited reading ability. Our textbooks have always gone out of their way to address this problem and do much more
than simply regurgitate Coast Guard questions and answers. In the past, “my business” has gone out of its way to
update our books whenever new questions and answers appear or when corrections are made. We have consistently
reported errors to the Coast Guard when we observe them. I even have a letter of commendation for doing so.
The idea of the National Maritime Center’s relationship with individual mariners being “sacrosanct” does not reflect
the views of the average mariner we are in contact with. Captain Lloyd needs to understand that by going out of their
way to make the “professional examination” more difficult by obscuring the depth and extent of the questions on each
exam has been counterproductive.]
[NMA Comment on Footnote (1) above: It is apparent that the Coast Guard, when dealing with mariners that Congress
intends for it to superintend, prefers to lose, misplace, or ignore reports that are pertinent to current issues. Our Association has
saved the 1973 Newman Report that deals with personnel educational and training issues of mariners serving in the Offshore
Oil Industry. Much of the material is still of value almost 40 years after it was prepared by CAPT. C.T. Newman, USCG
following a year of research at the request of U.S. Senator Russell Long. Our Association preserved the report as NMA Report
#R-428-A, Maritime Education and Training for Lower-Level Mariners. It is available from us.]
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Enclosure #8
Coast Guard Civilian Contractor Plans to Create New Questions, Answers & Illustrations

From: DStalfort@absconsulting.com
Sent: July 2011
Subject: Re: ABS Consulting / SOCP partnership
It was good to talk to you again last week about a possible partnership between ABS Consulting and SOCP to assist the Coast
Guard and the National Maritime Center with developing new exam questions. As you well know, the issue of the quality of
merchant mariner exam questions has been long standing among the maritime industry and we now may have an opportunity to
address the issue.
The Coast Guard has come to ABS Consulting for assistance in developing new deck and engine questions and associated
illustrations, which will be used in merchant mariner exams. This would be a 12-month effort and would involve development of
6,000 questions (fleck and engine) and 1,000 illustrations. One of the Coast Guard's requirements is that these questions be
developed by people trained in instructional system techniques and hold a merchant mariner credential. Naturally I thought that
SOCP might be a good organization to work with on this project.
Proposal: During our conversation last week, you seemed to agree that SOCP membership might be a good body to provide
assistance with this project. In particular, we discussed two possible roles for SOCP membership. First, SOCP could assist in
recruiting a cadre of instructors/mariners to help write exam questions and develop associated illustrations. Once the resumes
are approved by the Coast Guard, ABS Consulting would then contract directly with the individuals and provide compensation
for their efforts, perhaps on a per-question fee basis. Secondly, as the questions are developed, an SOCP working committee
could be established to serve as a quality assurance/quality control body to review, test, and suggest revisions to the questions,
given an established criteria. This committee could conduct their work virtually through an on-line review system, which
would need to be developed. Once the questions are reviewed by the working committee, they would then be submitted to the
Coast Guard for acceptance.
The benefits of using a cadre of instructors/mariners from the marine industry for this project are enormous. The Coast
Guard gains confidence that the questions reflect the current body of knowledge from credentialed mariners currently working
in the industry and they resolve the long standing quality issue. The maritime industry gains the confidence that the quality of
the questions used to examine mariners has improved and can be relied upon to assess the suitability of mariners to hold a
credential. Moreover, assuming this approach is successful, we will have built a system that can be used in the future to
continually refresh the entire set of questions used by the Coast Guard in merchant mariner examinations.
Request that you propose this to the SOCP Operating Committee for their consideration. I would be happy to discuss this
proposal with you and the SOCP Operating Committee to answer any questions you may have.
Regards,
Dave
David C. Stalfort, MBA, PMP
Director, Performance Management Programs
ABS Consulting
1525 Wilson Blvd. Suite 625
Arlington, VA 22209
Phone Main Office: 703.682.7373
Phone Direct: 703.816.5242
Mobile: 703.403.4390
Email: dstalfort@absconsulting.com
Skype Name: david.c.stalfort

[Update: 1/11/12. Our Association was furnished with a copy of this e-mail from July 2011 that outlines the
plans to draft new questions, answers, and illustrations. Our complaint is not with this plan but with the fact that
many of our mariners were deprived of the use of existing questions, answers, and illustrations used on existing
examinations for over 18 months and have been left on their own to struggle through these examinations.
Essentially, this is the same problem our mariners faced 24 years ago before the Coast Guard, on formal appeal,
released all questions, answers, and illustrations to the public. This is a step backward that needs to be corrected.
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Enclosure # 9
List of Subjects Tested on Deck Officer Exams
[Update: 1/11/12. Although Coast Guard examinations are given in “Modules” each module contains one or more of
the “subjects” listed below in 46 CFR §11.910 and Table 11.910-2 in the Code of Federal Regulations (below). There
is no explanation or any other form of guidance as to the depth of the subject matter covered in each of the subjects
listed below. The only way the judge the extent of the knowledge a mariner is expected to know is to have the actual
questions that previously were available to the public for the past 24 years. These were removed in July 2010 and are
being withheld from the public. The Coast Guard will only tell a license candidate the name, number of the module,
and the number of questions in the module and passing grade of the module he or she will be examined on. The result
is to cause confusion, failures, and needless expense to many mariners who try to prepare for an examination on their
own.]
See the 3 federal register pages following.
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Enclosure # 10
Instructors Faced Problems When Questions, Answers, & Illustrations Were Removed From Internet
From: Whiteley, John F [mailto:whiteley@mctc.edu]
Sent: Wednesday, July 07, 2010 4:42 PM
To: iasknmc@uscg.mil
Subject: Removal of USCG Test Questions
Dear Captain Stalfort:
I just received the notification that the National Maritime Center is removing the deck and engine test question
bank from the NMC website and will be replacing the questions with sample questions. Supposedly this is to
maintain the integrity of the question banks. I have two problems/questions with this announcement:
1. The reason that the Coast Guard was originally required to publish the questions and accepted answers to test
questions was due to the fact that, when a mariner took a test, he or she was not informed of the correct answer to
the question. He or she was just informed that the given answer was incorrect. There was no way. to determine that
the Cost Guard had the correct answer. When the Coast Guard did publish. their. questions and the accepted
answers, it was found that a great number of the accepted answers were, in fact,-incorrect. Now that 'mariners will
only be able to see sample questions, not the actual questions, how are we to determine whether or not incorrect
answers have again found their way into the question banks?
2. Our approval to offer our Coast Guard approved courses is predicated on the fact that we examine mariners from
questions taken from the Coast Guard test banks. We are approved to test on-site, and REC Memphis is 548 miles
away. (REC Toledo is closer, at 277 miles, but they don't really understand "brown water" boatmen.) We are using a
commercial product, Lapware, that generates random tests from the Coast Guard databases. We utilize this procedure
to ensure that our instructors are not "teaching the test" and are, in fact, teaching the subject matter. When we were
audited last year the auditor praised us for our testing procedures. Once we are unable to access the Coast Guard test
bank, it appears that we will no longer be in compliance with our approval letters. Will generating tests from the
sample questions maintain our approval to test on-site? Wouldn't generating tests from the sample questions negate
what you are trying to accomplish by not allowing mariners to see the questions before they take the test? Will we be
able to prepare questions that are similar to the sample questions and still maintain our approval?
I appreciate everything you have done during your tenure to improve service to the mariner. The improvement is
fantastic. I just personally feel that removing the test banks from your website is a step backwards.
Very respectfully,
Captain John F. Whiteley, Ed.S.
Director, Inland Waterways Academy Mountwest Community and Technical College
4200 Ohio River Road
Huntington, WV, 25702
Office: 304-697-5616
Fax: 304-697-5611
Huntington Cell: 304-417-3321
Charleston Cell: 304-437-3321
Whiteley@mctc.edu
7/8/2010
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Enclosure # 11
Example of Problems Mariners Face Without Access to the Latest Questions, Answers & Illustrations
November 29, 2011
ATTN: Mr. Ike Eisentrout, Deputy Director
U.S. Coast Guard National Maritime Center
100 Forbes Drive
Martinsburg, WV 25404
VIA FAX TO: (304)-433-3409
Subject: Request to Extend Examination Date for 90 Days
Dear Ike,
This letter serves to convey a request by Mr. ¢(1) (redacted) who resides at ¢ (redacted). His cell phone is ¢
(redacted). [(1)Mariner #180]
Mr. ¢ has been approved to sit for a Designated Duty Engineer’s license and has started taking the
examination at the Regional Exam Center in Mandeville, La.
Mr. ¢ reports that he has paid all his fees and that he passed all sections of the examination with the exception
of the Electrical Section which I understand he missed passing by one question.
Mr. ¢ purchased several courses. However, on the examination he was given at the Regional Exam Center, he
encountered certain electrical illustrations numbered above “EL-200” and questions that he is unfamiliar with. In
discussing the matter with him and in reviewing all the course material currently available to him, I note that the
highest electrical illustration number based upon the exam questions previously available on the Coast Guard’s
internet website is numbered “EL-107.”
Our Association filed a formal appeal with the Director of Prevention Policy well over a year ago seeking to
have the Coast Guard restore all questions and illustrations to the National Maritime Center website. We are still
awaiting the results of our appeal and recently forwarded it with our further recommendations to the Department of
Homeland Inspector General’s Office as NMA Report #R-428-K.
Unless you have further suggestions, at the present time I do not see how Mr.¢ can study for his examination
successfully without adequate study material. Further, he tells me that he is required to complete the testing cycle
before Jan. 6, 2012. He will be headed offshore for 21 days starting tomorrow which puts him ashore in time for
the holidays. If he is unsuccessful on his next attempt, he has been told he must wait 90 days and take the entire
test over again.
We respectfully request that the period available to him to take the final section of his electrical exam be
extended for 90 days until April 6, 2012. In the meantime, we will again contact the Office of Prevention Policy
regarding our formal appeal to restore the questions, answers and illustration database on line.
Very truly yours,

s/Richard A. Block
Secretary, National Mariners Association
[Update: 1/11/12 – Mariners often ask our Association to help them deal with government agencies and
administrative problems. A Miss Cox at the NMC contacted us on Dec. 7, 2010 and confirmed that there were
now in excess of 200 electrical illustrations and that there are no plans to make these illustrations used on
examinations available to the public. She also said that “regulations” would not allow the NMC to give the
mariner an extension to his testing period unless he could prove he was at sea and could not possibly meet the
deadline to complete the exam. I suggested that he (¢) contact Congressman Jeff Landry in the Ellender Federal
Building in Houma and present his problem to his Congressman – and offered to go with him. However, I have
not heard back from the mariner since December 6, 2010.]
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Enclosure #12
Our FOIA Attempt to Review the Government Contract With ABS Consulting Was Mishandled
August 29, 2011
FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT REQUEST
To: U.S. Coast Guard (CG-611)
Freedom of Information Act Officer
U.S. Coast Guard Headquarters
2100 Second St., SW
Washington, DC 20593-0001
Dear Sir or Madam,
We understand that the Coast Guard recently signed a contract with ABS Consulting, Arlington, VA to develop 4,000 new
questions and answers for use by the National Maritime Center in Martinsburg, WV. These questions and answers will be
used to test many of the mariners we represent.
We respectfully request a copy of that contract.
Very truly yours,
Richard A. Block
Secretary, National Mariners Association
FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT REPLY:
Mr. Block:
This acknowledges receipt by the Coast Guard of the August 29, 2011 Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request from
National Mariners Association for a copy of the contract that was awarded to ABS Consulting, Arlington, VA to develop 4,000
new questions and answers for use by the National Maritime Center in Martinsburg, WV.
Your request was received in this office on October 17, 2011.
The appropriate component of the Coast Guard has been queried for the responsive records. After careful review of your request,
our records office has requested a contract number associated with your request. Please be assured that the Coast Guard will respond
to your request as expeditiously as possible and the Coast Guard appreciates your patience as your request is processed.
Due to the increasing number of FOIA requests received by this office, we may encounter some delay in processing your
request. Per Section 5.5(a) of the DHS FOIA regulations, 6 C.F.R. Part 5, the Coast Guard processes FOIA requests according
to their order of receipt. Although the Coast Guard’s goal is to respond within 20 business days of receipt of your request, the
FOIA does permit a 10-day extension of this time period. Our office will notify your firm if an extension is required.
The Coast Guard redacts Personally Identifiable Information (PII) and Coast Guard Accounting/Appropriations data as PII
from the actual documents provided to fulfill the FOIA request with the understanding that this information is not part of the
request. If PII data is part of this request, please advise our office with clarification. Otherwise, any documents provided to
fulfill this FOIA request will have the PII data redacted.
Provisions of the Act allow the Coast Guard to recover part of the cost of complying with your request. The Coast Guard
shall charge you for records in accordance with the DHS Interim FOIA Regulations as they apply to commercial requesters;
i.e., you will be charged 10-cents per page for duplication and for search, review and duplication time at the per quarter-hour
rate of the searcher and reviewer. National Mariners Association did not state a willingness to pay any fees. Your firm will be
contacted before any work is conducted that requires a fee to be paid.
Your request has been assigned Coast Guard reference identifier FOIA 2011-3804. Please refer to this identifier in any
future correspondence. You may contact our office by emailing Judith.s.lewis@uscg.mil and CG-9FOIA@uscg.mil.
Respectfully,
Judith Lewis | FOIA Specialist |
U.S. Coast Guard Acquisition Directorate
Office of Strategic Planning & Communications, CG-925
2100 2nd St., S.W. Stop 7111
Washington, DC 20593-7111
Office: (202) 475-3053
NMA RESPONSE TO COAST GUARD REPLY:
FOIA-2011-3804
Nov. 23, 2011 – 10:41 AM
Reference Our File: GCM-287
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Dear Ms. Lewis,
Thank you for your letter of Nov. 3, 2011. Please forgive my tardy reply as I have been at sea and out of contact until I
received a notice from the Post Office to pick up your letter sent by certified mail.
I wish to proceed with this matter and do not want your office to "administratively close" the matter. As such, our
Association is willing to pay reasonable fees to obtain the requested information when notified of them in advance. Since we
provide our mariners with a regular newsletter as well as with reports on various subjects, the Coast Guard previously
determined by an appeal that we are entitled to the same rate as the news media pays for the documents we request.
I believe the contract we requested is adequately described in paragraph #1 of your letter.
The hold-up appears to be that I cannot provide you with a Contract number for the document I requested.
Clearly, the Coast Guard issues contracts for many services. This is why I asked your office to identify the contract in
question as I do not have access to this information. This should be your job and not mine.
In your letter, you indicated that "The appropriate component of the Coast Guard has been queried for responsive
records." I do not believe this is an accurate statement. I suggest that you call Mr. Robert L. Smith, Chief Mariner
Training and Assessment Division at the National Maritime Center (304) 4333719. This is the person who would be in charge
of utilizing the questions generated under this contract. So if he initiated the request for these new questions, he would be the
appropriate person to contact for this information, wouldn't he. If not, the Commanding Officer of the NMC, Capt. Anthony
Lloyd, the successor to Captain David Stalfort (USCG, Ret'd) who is now an employee of ABS Consulting, should be able to
find this information. You could even contact ABS Consulting – a local telephone call.
In making a FOIA request, it was my understanding that I did not need to provide my reasons for making such a request. In
fact, at one time in the past I was criticized for doing so. However, on August 25, 2011 our Association "went public" with this
matter in our Report #R-428-K that I have attached. Not having had the courtesy of a response from the DHS Inspector
General, we saw to it that Mr. Edwards was hand-delivered a copy of this document and its allegations. Should we have need
to investigate this matter further, our next steps will involve both the Department of Justice and the media.
Consequently, we request that you redouble your efforts to locate the appropriate contract number and furnish us with the
item requested on or before Dec. 5, 2011.
Very truly yours,

Richard A. Block
Secretary, National Mariners Association
COAST GUARD RESPONSE TO NOV. 23, 2011 E-MAIL (above)
Good Morning Mr. Block,
The U.S. Coast Guard Unit CG-9 Acquisition Directorate is in receipt of your response to the Acknowledgement and
Query of your recent FOIA request. Based on the detailed information you provided, our office has requested the reassignment of the request to the NMC Unit. The assigning office can be contacted by emailing efoia@uscg.mil attention Ms.
Ackerson (202) 475-3522.
Thank you for your attention and patience in this matter.
Respectfully,
Judith Lewis [FOIA Specialist]
U.S. Coast Guard Acquisition Directorate
Office of Strategic Planning & Communications
2100 2nd. Street, S.W. Stop 7111
Washington, DC 20593-7111

[Update: 8/20/12: No response ever was received from the National Maritime Center.]
[Update 8/20/12: Our appeal was granted. The responding staff symbol was CG-CVC-4 not CG-54. We
previously pointed out that constantly shifting staff symbols is extremely distracting for civilians dealing with the
Coast Guard.]
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Enclosure #13
Follow-up on Our Formal Appeal to the USCG Prevention Policy Directorate (CG-54)
November 29, 2011
RADM James Watson
Director of Prevention Policy (CG-54)
U.S. Coast Guard Headquarters
2100 Second Street, SW
Washington, DC 20593-0001
Subject: Progress Our Appeal on Restoring the Examination Question and Answer Database
Our File #GCM-287
Dear Admiral Watson,
I request an update on the appeal I filed with your office on the above captioned matter on Nov. 23, 2010 as
shown in Enclosure #4 to NMA Report #R-428-K (copy attached).
The missing questions, answers and illustrations continue to cause hardship to aspiring license candidates as per
the attached letter seeking relief from the National Maritime Center.
s/Very truly yours,

Richard A. Block
Secretary, National Mariners Association
[Update 1/11/12: We received no response to this letter from Admiral Watson or his successor in CG-54.]
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Enclosure #14
GAO Report #12-174 – Strengthening USCG Post Government Employment Restrictions
Communication of Post-Government Employment Restriction Can Be Strengthened
[Source: GAO Report #12-174, Dec 15, 2011. Emphasis is ours!!!]]
What the GAO Found
Of the 40 former high-ranking Coast Guard officials (Admirals or Senior Executive Service members) who separated from
the Coast Guard from 2005 through 2009, 22 have been compensated by Coast Guard contractors. Twelve of these officials
were compensated in 2010 by major Coast Guard contractors – contractors that received at least $10 million in Coast Guard
contracts in 2010. One of the 12 officials was assigned by a major Coast Guard contractor to work on a program for which the
individual previously had official responsibility. According to a Coast Guard ethics opinion, this individual was permitted to
work for the contractor. Coast Guard and contractor documentation does not specifically indicate whether any of the other 11
officials were assigned to work on programs for which they previously had official responsibility. Based on the information
provided on official roles and responsibilities, we did not find any evidence these former officials represented themselves to the
government in violation of post-government employment restrictions.
[NMA Comment: Our Association has recommended to the Government Accountability Office that it look at the
relationships covered in NMA Report #R-428-K that resulted when a Coast Guard Captain (i.e., a commissioned officer
but not an Admiral nor a member of the Senior Executive Service) retired only days after removing public internet
access to the entire Coast Guard examination question, answer and illustrations database and went to work for a
government contractor that has been contracted to perform work on that database.]
The Coast Guard and contractors employ a variety of practices to help ensure compliance with post-government
employment restrictions. The Coast Guard provides training, counseling, and ethics opinions to inform high-ranking officials
of post-government employment restrictions. However, the practices are not designed to ensure these officials are fully aware
of the restrictions before negotiating with potential employers or separating from the government. Training on the topic is
only mandatory for new employees and both counseling and ethics opinions are optional. Most major Coast Guard
contractors GAO interviewed described a variety of voluntary practices in use – including guidance on restrictions, controls
during the hiring process, training, and monitoring mechanisms – to help ensure compliance with post-government
employment restrictions.
Why GAO did this Study
The Coast Guard has over $27 billion in acquisitions with hundreds of millions of dollars going to major contractors each
year. High-ranking officials leave the Coast Guard each year and may go to work for these contractors. To avoid conflicts of
interest and promote public trust, these officials must comply with restrictions on their post-government employment activities.
These restrictions do not necessarily prohibit them from working for a contractor. In response to the Coast Guard
Authorization Act of 2010, which directed GAO to examine Coast Guard contractor compensation of former high-ranking
officials, GAO identified (1) the extent such former officials were compensated by Coast Guard contractors and assigned to
programs for which they previously had official responsibility, and (2) Coast Guard and contractor practices to help ensure
compliance with post-government employment restrictions. GAO analyzed Coast Guard, contractor, and Internal Revenue
Service data on former officials, and interviewed officials from the Coast Guard and 11 major contractors representing over 40
percent of Coast Guard obligations in calendar year 2010 to identify practices used regarding these restrictions.
Recommendations for Executive Action
Recommendation: In order to help ensure high-ranking officials receive timely and relevant information on postgovernment employment restrictions, the Commandant of the Coast Guard require Coast Guard ethics officials to provide
guidance on restrictions to all admirals and members of the Senior Executive Service (SES), at a minimum, as the officials
enter into those senior positions and as they transition out of Coast Guard service.
Agency Affected: Department of Homeland Security: United States Coast Guard
Status: Open
Comments: When we confirm what actions the agency has taken in response to this recommendation, we will provide updated
information.
[Update 1/11/12: After reading this report, our Association commented to the Government Accountability Office
(below).]
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Enclosure #15
Our Correspondence With Other Government Agencies
August 29, 2011
ATTN: Robert I. Cusick, Director
Office of Government Ethics
1201 New York Ave., NW
Washington, DC 20005-3917
SUBJECT: Possible Ethics Violation
Dear Mr. Cusick,
Our Association believes that all U.S. Merchant Mariners (numbering in excess of 210,000), maritime
instructors, and members of the public have a well-established right to free internet access the very latest version of
every Coast Guard examination question and answer and that it is a function of the Coast Guard to maintain the
database up to date.
The fact that Captain David Stalfort, as a former high-ranking Coast Guard officer and former Commanding
Officer of the U.S. Coast Guard National Maritime Center in Martinsburg, WV, who recently separated from the
service, used the results of an official action for which he was responsible to enhance his post-military career with
a civilian contractor is repugnant to us. We believe this conduct is ethically if not legally reprehensible. As such, it
reflects the appearance of impropriety throughout the Coast Guard’s chain of command. It is this conduct that
we believe must be investigated.
We are neither lawyers nor investigators. In the attached report to our merchant mariners we outline our case,
provide documentation and requested the Inspector General of the Department of Homeland Security to investigate
our allegations. Realizing that DHS is the parent agency of the Coast Guard, we are not sure we have done enough
to remedy this perceived abuse. We forward a copy of NMA Report #R-428-K for your consideration.
In reviewing your website, I highlighted passages that I believe may be applicable.
Post-Employment [Source: OGE Website]
Executive branch employees may be subject to certain restrictions on their activity after they leave Government
service. Two of the restrictions apply with respect to particular matters involving specific parties that they were
involved with while in Government service. If the employee's involvement in such a matter was personal and
substantial, then the employee is permanently barred from representing anyone back to any Federal department,
agency, or court on that same matter. If the matter was under the employee's official responsibility during the last
year of Government service, then the employee is barred for two years after leaving Government service from
representing anyone back to the Government on that same matter.
In addition, certain high level officials are subject to a so-called one-year "cooling off" period. For a period of
one year after leaving a "senior" position, these officials may not make any appearance before or
communication to their former agencies on behalf of any person (other than the United States), with the intent
to influence them on any matter in which that person seeks official action. A former "very senior" employee
may not make any communication to or appearance before certain high level executive branch officials, in addition
to employees of his former agency during the first year after he has left Government.
Former senior and very senior employees also are restricted for one year after leaving Government service from
representing, aiding or advising foreign governments or foreign political parties before an agency or department of
the United States. Employees who participated personally and substantially in an ongoing trade or treaty
negotiation are subject to additional restrictions. Reference: 18 U.S.C. § 207; 5 C.F.R. parts 2637 and 2641.
We seek your assistance in determining whether the attached report represents a violation of government ethical
standards.
Very truly yours,
s/Richard A. Block
Secretary, National Mariners Association
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January 8, 2012
Attn: Mr. Ralph Dawn, Managing Director, Congressional Relations
U.S. Government Accountability Office
441 G Street, Room 7125
Washington, DC 20548
Subject: Reporting Waste, Fraud, and Abuse in Federal Programs
Reference: GAO Report #GAO-12-174 (an area recently examined by your agency)
Dear Mr. Dawn,
In reading GAO Report #GAO-12-174, I note that it focused on “40 high-ranking Coast Guard officials (Admirals or
Senior Executive Service members) who separated from the Coast Guard from 2005 through 2009” and were
compensated by “major” Coast Guard Contractors. I noted that you also contacted the DHS “Hotline” (p.3) for their
input among other government sources as well as on page 11 of your report. Our sorry experience with the Department
of Homeland Security’s Inspector General’s so-called “Hotline” is related in the attached report. We believe the
departments oversight of Coast Guard policies and operations extends to much a greater depth.
I have come across other “areas of flexibility” regarding the DHS OIG office where the Coast Guard appears to
be allowed very free reign without much oversight. I believe the Coast Guard should have its own “Hotline” for
waste, fraud, and abuse because there appear to be no personnel remaining in the DHS Inspector General’s office
with any substantial knowledge or background in the U.S merchant marine. However, I respectfully ask that you
check out this statement and put me in contact with any person in that office that has this type of background!
Also, would you be kind enough to send me a copy of the DHS Management Directive 0480.1, Ethics of
Standard Conduct mentioned in the footnote on page 11 of your report.
Our Association speaks on behalf of approximately 124,000 “limited-tonnage” merchant mariners. Limitedtonnage mariners make up a majority of all credentialed mariners. Many of our mariners were adversely impacted
by a change in Coast Guard policy that we consider abusive. Our attempts to bring this to the attention of the Coast
Guard or the Department of Homeland Security have not yielded satisfactory results as described in NMA Report
#R-428-K, Rev. 1 (attached).
One of the issues involves a Commissioned Coast Guard officer (a Captain) who was responsible for the
issuance of a directive in July 2010 that removed a significant resource (i.e., a database freely open to and
contributed to by members of the public for the past 24 years). One year later, the officer surfaced as an employee
of a civilian contractor offering to manipulate the same database. During the intervening period, our mariners were
deprived of this important source of study material in this database necessary for many of them to prepare for Coast
Guard exams to advance in their chosen occupation.
Please understand that I am an educator and not a lawyer. In plain reading in the text of your citations of 18
U.S. Code §207(a)(1)(2) and (c) on page 4 of your report, I have serious questions that evaluating a violation of
these statutes can only be answered by an attorney with knowledge in this field as to whether or not a crime or an
ethics violation has taken place. In other correspondence in our attached report #R-428-K, Rev. 1, I have sought
such guidance.
Many of our mariners use “self-study” techniques to prepare for Coast Guard-administered exams. Without the
availability of these 25,000 questions, answers, and illustrations, the task of exam preparation can be both
expensive and frustrating. In light of the fact that the 111th Congress was unable to pass a bill that outlined
proposal for a student loan program for merchant mariners prepared by Rep. Cummings, removing the self-study
option prevents many experienced mariners from advancing in their careers without making a costly personal
educational investment. For example, the Coast Guard publication, Proceedings,(1) reported the cost of moving
from deckhand to Mate of a towing vessel can cost $78,100. This is true not only of the mariners we speak for, but
may also apply to “upper-level” mariners that comprise the rest of the nation’s 210,000 merchant mariners.
[(1)Proceedings, Fall 2008, p.43.]
Our formal complaint has nothing to do with any attempt to improve the database, which as described, sounds
sensible enough. Our complaint is that our mariners, both officers and ratings, have been deprived of using the
existing questions, answers, and illustrations in preparing for their exams for the past 1½ years. Unfortunately,
the type of egregious treatment our mariners have been subjected to by the National Maritime Center remains as
previously reported in our written testimony to Congress on July 9, 2009.(1) [(1)Refer to NMA Reports #R-428-D &
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R-428-D, Rev.1 available on request.]
Since we took every possible step to report this issue to the Coast Guard as well as its parent the DHS without
receiving an answer that we consider satisfactory, we also brought the matter to the Office of Government Ethics
and requested their guidance. We did not receive the courtesy of a reply from them, either! Consequently, we are
taking this issue directly to Congress via the attached report including the Chairmen and Ranking Members
mentioned in your report.
We believe the theme of your report #GAO-12-174 is meaningful, but unfortunately, the actions of senior
officers of less than flag-rank and contracts of less than $10 million fly below your radar in situations that can also
have wide-ranging impacts upon our entire merchant marine. At our level, many mariners have seen and
commented upon instances where former officers who leave the Coast Guard almost immediately take up senior
positions in industry with companies or organizations they have recently dealt with directly as regulators. I am
pleased to see that the Coast Guard plans to amend Commandant Instruction Manual 5370.8B but suggest that
enhanced ethical considerations be expanded to include Captains (O-6) and Commanders (O-5) and specifically
include all Coast Guard officers leaving the Marine Safety Directorate as well as the Acquisitions Directorate.
[(1)GAO-12-174, p.8, 21, 22.]
Very truly yours,

s/Richard A. Block
Secretary, National Mariners Association
[Update 8/20/12: We received no response from the Office of Government Ethics.]
[Update 8/20/12: We received our inquiry unopened from the Government Accountability Office that
refused to forward it to the Agency’s current office holder. We are critical of the “Mailroom” policy that
allowed this to happen.]
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Enclosure #16
Our Correspondence With Members of Congress

January 11, 2012
Subject: Helping Merchant Mariners to Advance in their Careers
[Copy of our letter addressed to 39 members of Congress.]
Our Association writes on behalf of approximately 126,000 “limited-tonnage” credentialed merchant mariners
who serve both as officers and ratings on thousands of American-flag commercial vessels. To advance beyond the
basic entry ratings, each mariner must take one or more written examinations during his/her career.
Since 1988, the Coast Guard made its questions, answers, and illustrations available to the public. In July 2010,
the Commanding Officer at the National Maritime Center abruptly changed the agency’s policy and removed
about 25,000 questions, answers, and illustrations from public access on the internet. We question that decision.
I am a former classroom teacher and been active in maritime education and training since 1960 and in large
measure responsible for the initiating the formal appeal that resulted in the 1988 release of Coast Guard exam
questions, answers and illustrations to the public. I have trained “limited-tonnage” mariners since 1970, am
familiar with the educational problems they face, and worked to address them in a number of textbooks and
individual chapters that specialize in USCG license preparation “subjects” for the past 41 years at Marine
Education Textbooks.
While many mariners now attend “approved courses,” the number of courses required and the cost of many of
these courses has escalated to the point where they are often prohibitively expensive. For example, the Coast
Guard publication, Proceedings,(1) reported the cost of advancing from deckhand to Mate/Pilot of a towing vessel
can cost $78,100. This is an investment beyond the means of the average deckhand. While the 111th. Congress did
not pass a bill to offer government-backed student loans, this placed a financial burden on individual employers and
upon mariners. [(1)Proceedings, Fall 2008, p.43.]
Many employers, especially small companies, cannot or do not automatically step in and fill the gap. While
well paying jobs are available, many mariners living from paycheck to paycheck cannot afford the tuition, travel, or
to take time off work or time away from family. Nevertheless, a number of impressive work-study programs do fill
in some of the gaps and some companies do step forward to protect their investments by underwriting training
expenses.
Unfortunately, by abruptly slamming the door on the traditional “home-study” route to advancement in the
maritime industry by removing access to the Coast Guard’s internet database in 2010 placed unintended obstacles
in the path of many of our mariners. While “going to school” has undeniable advantages, the “home-study” route
has a well established place that took a serious hit when the Coast Guard closed its access to the questions, answers,
and illustrations that define the depth of knowledge the Coast Guard expects the mariners it regulates to attain.
In the attached report #R-428-K, I documented a number of attempts to gain the attention of Coast Guard
authorities. While “improving” the exam Q&A database is a worthy goal, it is counterproductive if our mariners
cannot access it as they have done in the past. Since that path is closed, our only remaining alternative is to
respectfully request your Committee to look into this matter.
Very truly yours,

s/Richard A. Block B.A, M.S (ed.)
Master #1186377, Issue #9
Secretary, National Mariners Association
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Enclosure #17
Our Correspondence with Members of the Merchant Marine Personnel Advisory Committee (MERPAC)
January 25, 2012
Open Letter to Members of the Merchant Marine Personnel Advisory Committee
Ladies and Gentlemen,
Sometimes, dealing with the Coast Guard can be incredibly difficult and frustrating. This has been especially
true in dealing with the National Maritime Center and the entire Marine Safety Directorate.
Our Association speaks on behalf of approximately 124,000 credentialed “limited-tonnage” mariners. These
mariners, and others just entering the industry, will be administered a professional examination at some point(s) in
their career. The problem I want to bring to your attention is simple and is expressed by the title of the attached
document, namely:

Ending Public Internet Access to the Coast Guard Exam Q&A Database Was Arbitrary and
Counter-Productive
From the start, in July 2010, all we asked for was a simple, understandable answer to why the Coast Guard
suddenly ended a program that functioned smoothly from 1988 to 2010 and left many of our mariners in the dark as
to exactly what knowledge they would require to advance in the industry. It also left a distinctively rotten odor as
to how many of our mariners are treated.
All that was required was a simple, timely, written response to our letter of July 8, 2010 (in Enclosure #2). We
never received any such undertaking.
We have no problem with “improving” the Q&A database and all illustrations used on examinations — we just
want it restored to public internet access.
Unfortunately, I will be unable to attend the next MERPAC meeting. However, but I would appreciate your
discussing this problem at the meeting. Perhaps you will be able to tap into a full and complete answer as members
a Federal Advisory Committee and provide some meaningful advice to cognizant Coast Guard officials.
Very truly yours,

Richard A. Block, B.A., M.S. (Ed)
Master #1186377, Issue #9
Secretary, National Mariners Association
Enclosure: NMA Report #R-428-K, Rev. 1
[Update 8/20/2012: We received no response to our e-mail and the attached copy of NMA Report #R-427-K,
Rev. 1 from the Chairman or any member of MERPAC. This is the Federal Advisory Committee that is
most directly concerned with mariner education and training.]
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Enclosure #18: Information Presented at the Towing Safety Advisory Committee Meeting, March 21, 2012
[Source: Edited from Court Reporter Transcript of the March 21, 2012 TSAC Meeting. Presentation by Mr. “Ike” Eisentrout,
Deputy Director, National Maritime Center responding to question by Capt. Joseph Dady. Emphasis is ours.]
MR. DADY: I did want to just ask you a quick question. I've been asked to ask the question by a few people. If you can
answer it, what is the logic of removing the questions from the website for gaining access?
MR. EISENTROUT: Okay. I'll answer that best I can. Back in 2010, Coast Guard legal opinion was the way the questions
were posted out there, it was mentioned from members of IMO and a few within our own industry(1) that the integrity of the
examinations was vulnerable because it had the actual examination questions posted out there in the Public.
The other thing was some folks went as far as even reconstructing examinations by debriefing mariners(2) that just took
certain exams, and that's how they were reconstructing these examinations.
There was a law – or I'm sorry, there was a FOIA, Freedom of Information Act, exemption decision(3) last year that says
right now the Coast Guard is not able to exempt the Public from having access to those questions, okay. However, my chain
of command has not received direction to put questions, the actual questions back on the website.(4)
I will tell you that we are responding to a Freedom of Information Act request right now that's going to be about 4,000
pages worth of deck and engine questions that from somebody's going to get from the Coast Guard.(5)
However, Ike's personal opinion, we've got to get questions out there so that any mariner who wants access to them can
have access to them.(6) You know, if folks are using the questions to profit by making books and selling them to mariners, et
cetera, that's their decision, but a mariner shouldn't have to pay for that information. So right now we don't have them posted.

I can tell you for Captain Lloyd, it is an area of compunction for him that if we don't post the actual questions, we
are going to have at least a FAA equivalent with practice exams for all the different licenses put out there on the
Internet, okay.(6) And that's just going to be a matter of resources because the folks that work day-to-day in the
examination branch, we only have four people in there. So we got to figure out a way to get some exams out there
better than they are right now.
So I hope that answers your question.
MR. DADY: Just one more question. Any idea of when those practice exams would be available?
MR. EISENTROUT: I'm hoping in the next several months. I know Captain Lloyd wants them out there at minimum, you
know, as soon as possible. So we did switch recently from an examination generation system that was like 20 years old. It was
an Access database thing. It worked for years, but it's the part of modernization that we haven't got around to yet. And I can
tell you that's right in the gunsight right now is to try to improve that.
The questions I mentioned regarding STCW, there won't be an STCW-specific examination. There will still be the current
examinations for everything national, but what you will have is questions that are referring to the 2010 Manila amendments
will be incorporated into those examinations, so we have somebody working for us right now to develop several thousand
questions.
(1)

NMA Footnotes
Whose names remain anonymous. Our complaints extend back to the 1980s as shown in NMA Report #R-428-K, Rev. 1

(2)

There is nothing new here. Since the USCG continues to provide insufficient guidance on the depth at which various topics
are tested for different licenses, there is little else instructors can do to prepare their students to answer Coast Guard
questions.

(3)

Although our Association filed a formal appeal on this issue, we have not been informed of any such decision.

(4)

Our Association prepared NMA Report #R-428-K, Rev. 1 requesting a Congressional investigation to determine who in the
NMC’s “Chain of Command” is responsible. So far, it appears that both the Coast Guard Headquarters Appeals branch
and their FOIA people have not done their jobs for the past two years. We will add these comments from the TSAC meeting
as Rev. 2 to our existing report on the subject.

(5)

This is not our Association’s request.

(6)

We respect and support Mr. Eisentrout’s opinion.

(7)

The Coast Guard is spinning its wheels and wasting its resources preparing phony “practice exams” because they provide
little material of value for our mariners.
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Enclosure #19: Letter from USCG Granting NMA Appeal to Release Database of Questions & Answers.
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Enclosure #20: Post-Appeal Correspondence on Access to the Exam Question, Answer and Illustrations Database
August 17, 2012
ATTN: CAPT. Paul F. Thomas
Director, Inspections & Compliance
U.S. Coast Guard Headquarters (CG-CVC-4)
2100 2nd.St., SW
Washington, DC 20593-7581
VIA FAX TO: 202-372-1246
Freedom of Information Act Request
Subject: Returning USCG Exam Questions, Answers & Illustrations to Public Internet Access
References: USCG Appeal #2010-132; NMA Report #R-428-K; Your letter of August 3, 2012
Dear Captain Thomas,
Our Attorney has furnished us with a complete text of the U.S. Supreme Court Decision on Milner v. Department of the
Navy cited in your letter.
While, on behalf of approximately 126,000 limited-tonnage mariners, our Association is pleased to see that our position as
presented to the National Maritime Center (NMC) and, subsequently on appeal to the Commandant, has prevailed and that the
questions, answers and illustrations will be returned to public access.
We note that the Milner case cited in your letter was decided on March 7, 2011 almost 17 months ago. It is only reasonable to
consider that, during this period that the exam questions, answers, and illustrations were maintained and used on a daily basis.
NMA FOIA Request #1: Since your agency has had 1½ years head start, and since your file is under constant review
and use in the preparation of ongoing exams, we ask by what date may our mariners reasonably expect this restoration
and updating to be completed?
Well over a year ago, our Association began to receive reports that candidates for engineer credentials were being examined
on questions based upon electrical illustrations numbering above EL-0200. We submit one such comment with name redacted
as (Enclosure #1). The only illustrations previously released to the public (before the NMC pulled the plug on the internet)
ended with illustration EL-0107. This action apparently occurred while the Milner case was still under review by the U.S.
Supreme Court. The introduction of new exam material reportedly left a number of engineer candidates, who had been
approved to sit for their examination, without suitable and updated study material available from commercial sources to allow
for their adequate and customary exam preparation. Consequently, these candidates may have failed their exams, had to retake
them, or been denied a license – all at considerable personal stress, inconvenience, and expense.
Our review of the Milner case fails to see how your agency could have raised any persuasive or even educationally
defensible argument to support the actions announced by Captain Stalfort on July 6, 2010 to remove the material cited above
from the internet. In light of the Supreme Court decision it is clear to us that the Freedom of Information Act was violated in
removing this data from public access.
NMA FOIA Request #2: We respectfully request a copy of your agency’s complete file on this matter – with any
claimed exemptions and redactions subject to the views expressed in the Milner decision. We further request that all
fees for providing this material be waived.
We will make your letter of August 3rd. as well as the Milner decision available on our website to allow our mariners to
make their own decision about the way that this matter was handled by the Coast Guard over the past several years. Since you
have reviewed our report on this matter, I think you can understand our outlook. Since we do not provide legal advice, we will
encourage those mariners and others who have been injured by these actions to seek counsel.
Very truly yours,
s/Richard A. Block, B.A., M.S. Ed.
Secretary, National Mariners Association
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August 20, 2012
Congressman Jeffrey M. Landry
206 Cannon House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515
Subject: Public Access to the U.S. Coast Guard Exam Question, Answer and Illustrations Database
Our File: GCM-287
Dear Representative Landry,
In January 2012 we sent you the enclosed letter [Enclosure #1] as well as to all members of the House Coast Guard and
Maritime Subcommittee of which you are the Vice Chair. This letter described why the issue was and still is important to our
mariners. I also enclosed an earlier edition of NMA Report #R-428-K that creates an ongoing record of our attempts to secure
favorable action for our mariners on this issue important to many of them.
Since I am one of your constituents and our office is in the Third Congressional District, I appreciate that Mr. Michael
Stwartka of your office contacted me by phone on February 22nd. We did not discuss the matter since that time, and there was
no need to do so during the prolonged appeals process.
The purpose of this letter is to update you on recent developments. [Enclosure #2] updates the historical record on this
issue that we will continue to supplement.
On August 3, 2012 the Coast Guard “…direct(ed) the National Maritime Center to reinstate the previous policy of
publishing exam questions and answers on the NMC website.” This is the outcome we sought. In doing so, the Coast Guard
cited a Supreme Court case, Milner v. Department of the Navy, that was decided on March 7, 2011 almost a year before we
sought your Subcommittee’s assistance.
In the Milner case [Enclosure #3], the Supreme Court clarified the meaning of the Freedom of Information Act – that
apparently differs from the Coast Guard assertions. It appears to us that the withdrawal of the USCG Exam Database may
have violated the Freedom of Information Act. However, before rushing into such a conclusion, I recently directed these two
FOIA questions to the Coast Guard responder to our appeal.
— We respectfully request a copy of your agency’s complete file on this matter – with any claimed exemptions and redactions
subject to the views expressed in the Milner decision. We further request that all fees for providing this material be waived.
— Since your agency has had 1½ years head start, and since your (exam question) file is under constant review and use in the
preparation of ongoing exams, we ask by what date may our mariners reasonably expect this restoration and updating to be
completed?
Our Association asserts that the Coast Guard’s precipitate action damaged the careers of a number of mariners suddenly left
without timely study material in preparation for Coast Guard exams to obtain various Coast Guard credentials. We further
assert that this damaged the National Maritime Center’s credibility in dealing with our mariners. This issue touches not only
upon many merchant marine officers and seamen in the towing and offshore oil industry residing or working in your current
(and future) Congressional Districts, but is a national issue that drew our attention. We hope that a close examination of the
files we requested (if provided) will adequately connect the exam database with the Supreme Court’s Milner decision and will
reveal the source of this problem within the agency so that you or your subcommittee may address it in the future.
In closing, I would like to thank you for your two previous and thoughtful replies to several personal inquiries on nonrelated issues made through POGO. Our Association respectfully requests your written views on this issue so we may
accurately convey them to mariners in subsequent newsletters and on our website.
Very truly yours,

s/Richard A. Block
Secretary
National Mariners Association
Enclosures:
#1: tnma0116.1c
#2: NMA Report #R-428-K, Rev. 3
#3: Milner v. The Department of the Navy
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124 North Van Avenue
Houma, Louisiana 70363-5895
Phone: (985) 851-2134
Fax: (985) 879-3911
E-mail: inf o@na tionalmariners.us
Web: http://www.nationa lmariners.us/
Asserting our right “…to petition the Government for redress of grievances.”
Amendment 1, U.S. Constitution, Dec. 15, 1791

PRESS RELEASE
Date: Tuesday August 22, 2012 – 8:30 CDST
Contact: V.J. Gianelloni III, Commander, USCGR (Ret.). Telephone: 985-594-9266 (Bourg, LA)
[B.S (Eng.), Kings Point ’64; J.D. (Loyola Law NOLA ’71); Member, National Mariners Association
Board of Directors; Licensed Chief Engineer, Steam, Motor & Gas Turbine Vessels of Any Horsepower,
Issue #13.]
Of interest to: 214,000 credentialed mariners, commercial vessel owners & operators and other maritime interests.

COAST GUARD AGREES TO REINSTATE MARINER CREDENTIAL EXAM DATABASE
The National Mariners Association (NMA) and the founder of the National Association of Maritime
Educators (NAME) received official notification granting an appeal of an extremely detrimental and
economically damaging action by the U.S. Coast Guard’s National Maritime Center that affected many
commercial mariners.

This action adversely affected all merchant mariners seeking to obtain or upgrade their professional
“seamen’s credentials.” For example, mariners at all levels have seen the cost of training soar in recent
years. In 2008, one towing company stated in the Coast Guard publication Proceedings “The cost to
advance one deckhand to mate through the apprentice mate system was … about $78,100.”

USCG credentials are necessary for employment on all vessels included under the marine inspection
laws of the United States. This includes licensed officers and crew on virtually all commercial vessels
including cargo ships, tankers, passenger vessels of all sizes, towing vessels, offshore supply vessels, and
even offshore drilling rigs. This also includes the crews of state toll ferry systems in Louisiana, Texas,
Washington, Alaska, North Carolina and others that carry millions of passengers each year.
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The formal appeal to Commandant Robert J. Papp sought to reverse his National Maritime Center’s
abrupt removal of over 25,000 multiple choice questions used on all USCG deck and engineering exams
for officers and ratings (unlicensed crew) from the official U.S. Coast Guard website on July 12, 2010.
The Association’s appeal was granted on Aug.3, 2012.

The Secretary of the National Mariners Association subsequently addressed two further FOIA requests
to Captain Paul F. Thomas, the signer of the notice of approval:
— Furnish a complete copy of the Coast Guard’s file on this matter – with any claimed exemptions and
redactions in accord with the U.S. Supreme Court’s “Milner” decision.
— When will the database be “back on line”? The database was withheld from the public for 17
months after the U.S. Supreme Court’s landmark “Milner” decision while it was used for creating new
exams. In our opinion, any further delay would violate the intent of the “Milner” ruling.

NMA also will request an official Coast Guard inquiry into the actions of the former Commanding
Officer of the National Maritime Center who, we understand, deleted the database on his own authority.
There appears to be a conflict of interest since this occurred less than a month before he retired and
subsequently was employed by the American Bureau of Shipping (ABS) to develop exam questions for
the same database. This appears to NMA to be highly improper and possible illegal conflict of interest.

For full details on this matter, go to the NMA website at www.nationalmariners.us and download
NMA Report #R-428-K, Revision 3 which also contains a copy of the Coast Guard letter granting the
NMA appeal to return the database to unrestricted public availability.

NMA encourages mariners who incurred financial damages such as expenses for study, room, board,
travel, book purchases, as well as attending costly classes as a result of the unavailability of database
exam questions and illustrations over a two-year period to contact NMA in writing to join a list of
potential plaintiffs in a Class Action lawsuit for recovery of damages for delayed or lost employment
opportunities in violation of the Freedom of Information Act as determined by the U.S. Supreme Court in
Milner v. Department of the Navy, decided March 7, 2011.
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124 North Van Avenue
Houma, Louisiana 70363-5895
Phone: (985) 851-2134
Fax: (985) 879-3911
E-mail: inf o@na tionalmariners.us
Web: www.na tionalmariners.us
Asserting our right “…to petition the Government for redress of grievances.”
Amendment 1, U.S. Constitution, Dec. 15, 1791

October 2, 2010
ATTN: CAPT. Anthony S. Lloyd
Commanding Officer
U.S. Coast Guard National Maritime Center
100 Forbes Drive
Martinsburg, WV 25404
Subject: Status of the Coast Guard Examination Q&A and Illustration Database
References: NMA file #GCM-287; NMA Report #R-428-K, Rev. 3.
Dear Captain Lloyd,
While we were pleased to see the Q&A database appear back on line in late September well ahead of the 2 to 6
months you cited in the MERPAC meeting on September 12th., a number of our mariners drew our attention to
shortcomings that we assert require immediate attention.
We were disappointed to find a number of shortcomings in the material posted on the internet that are far from
helpful not only to our mariners but also to those of us that process this information for them to use. Specifically:
1) The questions are no longer numbered with the unique USCG identification number. This number
allowed members of the public (e.g., instructors, publishers) from commenting on specific errors (e.g., factual
errors, grammar, calculations) and from tracking changes in the wording or selected answers for instructional
purposes. Such identification numbers have been available to the public consistently from the first
dissemination of the questions in 1998, through their printing and sale to the public of the Q&A “Yellow
Books” and in the computerized improvements until the questions were removed from the internet in July 2010.
It is needless to say that we expect to see these numbers restored. This is an entire “column” of data that was
removed from the internet that affects every single question.
2) Thousands of questions are no longer linked to illustrations and tables. These links previously appeared in
a separate column following the choice of answers. These questions cannot be answered without reference to
the illustration numbers that accompany them. This reflects another “column” of data that was removed from the
internet and affects thousands of questions. It is needless to say that we expect to see these links restored.
3) Correct Answers (A,B,C,D) are no longer listed in a column but, rather, are shown by a color. This
reflects another “column” of data that was removed and reflects every question. However, while the use of
color may be useful on computers, it certainly is not helpful when considering the cost of color printing
compared to black and white.
The foregoing are a few of the most common shortcomings of what I can only describe as a discouraging mess.
While what I am seeing may be dismissed as a “work in progress,” I will provide some guidance from an historical
perspective.
Your predecessor, Captain Stalfort, certainly did not do you any favor by his precipitate action in removing the
questions, answers, and illustrations from the internet in 2010. Putting the questions, answers, and illustrations on
the internet was a process that took many years and was one that was not without its own problems. I enclose a
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copy of NMA Report #R-401-B that will give you an idea of how our mariners were misled by some of your
predecessors in the National Maritime Center. Nevertheless, after the blunders of the 1980s and 1990s while CAPT
Ernest Fink ran the NMC, he worked hard to gain the confidence of our mariners and developed the Q&A postings
on the internet to a point where we believe the public was well served. Captain Stalfort sabotaged all of this hard
work for no good reason that I have yet discerned.
At present, your Administration is in a position where our Association, as members of the public, expect you to
restore what Captain Stalfort, you, your staff, and others in Headquarters conspired to take away from us in July
2010. Captain Stalfort first, and then you later, ignored our letters, FOIA requests, and finally our formal appeal. I
remind you that it took a letter to Secretary Napolitano to even pry a response from you a year later on July 22,
2011. The “Milner” Supreme Court decision, if anything, showed that our mariners were entitled to every bit of
information you and Captain Stalfort withdrew from the public.
Very simply, we want all this information back. We want this information in a form that an average mariner
preparing for an exam can use without hiring a high-priced computer firm to reconstruct what your people have so
far only succeeded in making a mess comparable to that shown in our attached report. As a History major, I can
assure you that the lesson of History you are about to read is one you have just repeated.
We also want to make it clear that we want the opportunity to challenge every new question your have added to the
database since July 2010 and every new question that you will add to it in the future before these questions, answers, or
illustrations are used on an examination taken by our mariners who may not be prepared to answer them.
Very truly yours,

Richard A. Block
Secretary
National Mariners Association
Cc: R-428-K
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124 North Van Avenue

Houma, Louisiana 70363-5895

Phone: (985) 851-2134
Fax: (985) 879-3911
E-mail: inf o@na tionalmariners.us
Web: www.na tionalmariners.us
Asserting our right “…to petition the Government for redress of grievances.”
Amendment 1, U.S. Constitution, Dec. 15, 1791

October 31, 2012
Attn: Mr. Scott Amey, General Counsel
Project On Government Oversight (POGO)
1100 G Street NW, Suite 500
Washington DC, 20005-3806
Subject: Availability of Our Resources
Dear Mr. Amey,
Our Association does its best with our very limited resources to speak on behalf of the safety, health,
and welfare of approximately 126,000 “limited tonnage” merchant mariners who serve on commercial
vessels of up to 1,600 gross register tons such as tugs, towboats, small passenger vessels, offshore supply
vessels, etc. These vessels are, for the most part, regulated and inspected but otherwise ignored by the
U.S. Coast Guard.
In the past, we used the Freedom of Information Act to obtain information from this agency and from
its parent the Department of Homeland Security Office of the Inspector General.
I note the territory that POGO staked out includes general areas like “FOIA” and “Inspectors
General” to mention just two areas our Association also deals with. I noted, for example, your testimony
on DHS Waste, Abuse, and Mismanagement in September 2008 especially on DHS contracting. While
these are broad areas, our need for FOIA information has been quite focused – mainly from the Coast
Guard and DHS Inspector General. However, when we push for information we find that our path is
increasingly obstructed.
Several of our areas of concern deal with…
— Inconsistent reporting of mariner job related injuries – now finally being “audited” (although not
“investigated”) by the DHS Inspector General. [Refer to NMA Report #R-350-Y.]
— Congress and Coast Guard’s failure to regulate mariner hours of service, an important safety issue.
[Refer to NMA Report #370, Rev. 4.]
— Shortcomings in Coast Guard vessel accident investigations – although investigated by DHS OIG but
problems remain. [Refer to NMA Report #R-429-M or DHS Report #OIG-08-51.]
— Revolving door and arbitrarily denying public access to the exam database questions, answers, and
illustrations in spite of FOIA requests and formal appeals. [Refer to NMA Report #R-428-K, Rev. 3.]
— Documenting serious problems with the Coast Guard Administrative Law Judge System. [Refer to
NMA Report #R-204, Rev. 3]
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Although the Coast Guard operates as “a branch of the military,” it also regulates over 210,000 credentialed
merchant mariners. The Coast Guard has no Inspector General but uses the services of the DHS Inspector
General. When several of our mariners recently retired from the DHS Inspector General’s office, it became
clear that they no longer have anyone with experience afloat dealing with Coast Guard issues. It also appears
that their “Hotline” to report waste, fraud, and abuse is substantially less than it is advertised to be.
We want to make available to you the reports from any of our list of over 220 NMA Reports on the
enclosed list available to you via e-mail whenever the need may arise. I am enclosing a copy of “Blood
on Brown Water” that points out why we need a merchant marine officer with experience afloat in the
DHS Inspector General’s Office.
Very truly yours,

Richard A. Block
Secretary, National Mariners Association
Encl: #R-213
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[Mariner Identity Redacted – Letter Used With Mariner’s Permission]
December 21, 2012
Senator David B. Vitter
Southeast Louisiana Office
2800 Veterans Blvd., Suite 201
Metairie, LA 70002
Subject: Request for a Mariner’s Assistance with Coast Guard Officials.
Reference: U.S. Coast Guard National Maritime Center, Martinsburg, West Virginia
Dear Senator Vitter,
Our Association works on behalf of 126,000 “limited tonnage” merchant mariners who serve on vessels of less than 1600
tons such as tugs, towboats, small passenger vessels, offshore supply vessels etc., many of whom live and work in Louisiana.
I am writing this letter specifically on behalf of your constituent, [Mariner #180 – Name, address, and contact
information redacted]. [Mariner #180] served as an unlicensed engineer for over twenty years on tugboats ranging from
2,000 to 7,200 horsepower in the Gulf of Mexico and on coastwise voyages.
In 2011, his employer, a major petroleum towing company, asked him to obtain a Coast Guard engineer license to continue
employment with them. At the time, he was working on a 7,200 horsepower tugboat. Consequently, he applied for an
unlimited horsepower Designated Duty Engineer credential sufficient to cover the horsepower of his vessel. Obtaining this
credential is a company requirement rather than a Coast Guard regulatory requirement that he interprets to mean his job is at
stake. The company indicated that they would reimburse him for study materials after he obtained his license.
In order to prepare for his examination, he obtained home-study materials from various sources and prepared to take the
exam at the Coast Guard Regional Exam Center in Mandeville.
[Mariner #180] took the exam on three separate occasions within a 90-day window the Coast Guard established and failed
only one module of the exam on each of the three (3) tries. After interviewing him, I attribute the failure to several factors that
I wish to bring to your attention as they affect a number of our mariners:
— [Mariner #180] studied for the exam and, on his first test failed the Electrical section. This is a difficult section as there are
few if any readily available training sources for mariners. We also determined that his test contained certain electrical
illustrations on the exam that were numbered above “EL-200.” Unfortunately, the highest number illustration released to the
public to this date has been “EL-107.” We brought this fact to the Coast Guard’s attention. [Enclosure #1.] Consequently,
[Mariner #180] was and is still unable to obtain study material from any commercial source to properly prepare for the exam
module that he failed. When he called the National Maritime Center to inquire about the missing illustrations, the person he
spoke with told him to “Google” it on the internet. This was misleading and incorrect advice since the new illustrations still
are not available. Our Association specifically notified the National Maritime Center of this matter on Nov. 29, 2011. Our
Association is still seeking to resolve the unacceptable study material situation that affects many license candidates.
[Enclosure #2]
— [Mariner #180], like all candidates, was given three (3) attempts to pass the exam. This particular exam is given in four (4)
“modules”, to wit: 1) Safety, 2) General Subjects, 3) Motors, and 4) Electrical. The long-established Coast Guard policy is
to require a candidate who fails one or more modules to re-take the entire exam. [Mariner #180], like so many of our
“limited tonnage” mariners, did not obtain a High School diploma. Instead, he completed a two-year engine mechanics
course at the L.E. Fletcher Vocational Technical School here in Houma as a gateway to his career as an Engineer. By having
to repeat failed exam modules that introduce a different set of questions on each attempt, means that [Mariner #180] must
keep a tremendous amount of information in his head. In his case, working on a 21 days on, 21 days off schedule and
returning to the exam room has been an extremely frustrating and discouraging experience – as it must be for others in a
similar position. We suggest that you interview [Mariner #180] and then consider asking the Coast Guard to alter this policy
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to allow any “limited-tonnage” candidate who successfully passes one or more exam modules to be credited with that module
to allow him to properly concentrate and focus upon the subject material of areas that he failed. Here is how this particular
policy affected him: Although [Mariner #180] failed the “Electrical” module twice, he did succeed in passing it once only to
fail “General Subjects” that he previously passed.
— [Mariner #180], realizing that his 90-day time period to complete the exam cycle was almost up, asked our Association to
request an extension for completing his exam since he had to return to work as we explained. [Enclosure #1.] The National
Maritime Center was unable to contact him by phone or e-mail as he had returned to work and was offshore. We anticipated
that, and it is why we asked for a 90-day extension. In any event, the exam cycle ended and he will be required to go through
the entire formal application and fee process again.
On behalf of [Mariner #180], we respectfully request that you interview him and consider intervening on his behalf and ask
the Coast Guard to credit him for each module he passed (i.e., for the entire examination) and, based on that, to issue the
license he applied and paid for. [Mariner #180] is scheduled to be offshore for 3 weeks starting on Dec. 26 or 27th. We ask
that you contact him on his return.
Very truly yours,

Richard A. Block
Secretary, National Mariners Association
I certify that the foregoing is true and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief:
Signature: [Mariner #180]: ________________________________
Enclosures:
Encl. #1: Snma1129.1W
Encl. #2: NMA Report #R-428-K, Rev. 3 (updated)
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SUPPLEMENTAL STATEMENT BY MARINER #180
December 20, 2012
I called the National Maritime Center in order to speak with a “Miss Cox” at the NMC who I learned from an e-mail from
Richard Block at the National Mariners Association had been unable to get in touch with me regarding my 2011 license
application.
I was told by the person who answered the telephone (whose name I did not record) that Miss Cox was not available.
I attempted to pursue my inquiry by explaining that the illustrations in the engineering questions on my examination were
not available to the public. However, she countered that they were available to the public and that all I had to do was to
“Google” them. She offered no advice where they were available or what I should look for. After I hung up, I spent countless
hours searching for the illustrations. I now know that the illustrations above #EL-0107 that appeared on my exam were not
available on the internet for months before I asked about them and are still not available on the internet or from any
commercial source even today.
I needed these illustrations to properly prepare for the Coast Guard engineer license exam. I resent being misled with
incorrect information by someone in authority who should have known better.
When I took my engineer license exam at the Regional Exam Center in Mandeville, LA, my examinations were graded on
the spot. I did not fully understand before leaving the exam room that I could file a formal protest on any question that
appeared on the exam.
Before I left the exam room, I knew that I failed the exam. However, the exam proctor did not tell me which specific exam
questions I had failed. If I had known which questions I failed, it would have allowed me to concentrate my study in
preparation for re-testing on those areas that deserved further study.
In addition, if I had been shown the question I missed, any written comments on that question could possibly have allowed
the question to be re-stated or otherwise improved for use on future examinations.
Signature: [Mariner #180.]
NMA Privacy Notice:
We do not identify "numbered"
mariners without permission.
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January 16, 2013
CAPT Paul F. Thomas
Director, Inspections and Compliance
U.S. Coast Guard Headquarters
2100 2nd. Street, SW Stop 7581
Washington, DC 20593-7581
Subject: Appeal #2010-132; FOIA 2012-3111
Dear Captain Thomas,
In the penultimate paragraph of your response to my appeal #2010-132 [Enclosure #1] you stated that, “This
constitutes final agency action on the issues presented in this appeal.” I disagree with this statement because, in
dealing with Coast Guard examinations, hundreds of questions and answers (Q&A) can only be answered by
reference to separate “Illustrations” (including “tables”) that make up an integral part of these questions.
Although a current version of the Q&A are now posted on the internet and are available to the public, I point out
that updated “Illustrations” that should have accompanied the Q&A were not made public. I further assert that
examinations on Q&A involving new and unpublished illustrations are being given to mariners who have failed
them as a result.
My concerns are two-fold. The first concern was expressed by my wife [Enclosure #2] who runs our textbook
publishing business. I edit these textbooks. Mariners that use our textbooks (e.g., Workboat Engineer) must have
an up-to-date illustration book to answer exam questions. Our company has published textbooks directed toward
merchant mariners for the past 43 years. I am sure you can understand that these textbooks are not created
overnight. Sustaining a virtually unannounced withdrawal of corrected and updated Q&A and illustrations for over
two years with no meaningful communications from Coast Guard officials during that time period makes it very
difficult for a small business like ours to pick up the pieces without a reasonable public access to this material. The
brief descriptions of exam “topics” listed in 46 CFR 11.910, .920, and .950 and sweeping terms like “practical
knowledge” and “theoretical knowledge” in the Deck and Engine Guide never have provided sufficient direction to
mariners preparing for these exams.
One problem that our textbook customers report is that current exams use many “new” illustrations that were
never made available to the public on the internet. There is also the problem of accounting for new and changed
Q&A over a two-year period. The fact that Captain Lloyd requested a 10-day FOIA extension [Enclosure #3] that
he never followed up is typical of the run-around documented in my original appeal. My wife followed-up her
letter on Oct. 18, 2012 [Enclosure #4] with no response to date. If Captain Lloyd cannot answer written inquiries
from the public, he does not deserve to remain as the Commanding Officer of the National Maritime Center and
should be replaced!
My second concern deals with a number of calls and complaints that the National Mariners Association received
from active mariners resulting from the still unresolved situation described in [Enclosure #5]. Our Association
represents the concerns of approximately 126,000 “limited-tonnage” merchant mariners. We bring these concerns
to the attention of the Coast Guard and, if they remain unresolved, to Congress. In my written testimony to
Congress on July 9, 2009, I presented specific complaints concerning the National Maritime Center.(1) This
existing situation, unresolved for over 2½ years, is fair game for a new report to Congressional oversight
committees. [(1)NMA Reports #R-428-D & R-428-D, Rev. 1.]
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Among mariners contacting us, a number reported to have failed one or more license exams and now report that
they are questioned on Illustrations they have never seen before. [Enclosure #6] Apparently the missing
illustrations are not available from any source for any price, and mariners are left without meaningful guidance on
how to prepare for the situation. Nevertheless, mariners are faced with unrelenting Coast Guard-imposed time
deadlines to complete their examination cycle in spite of questions involving unpublished illustrations. Within
these calls, one specific problem lies with numbered Electrical illustrations above EL-0107 that never previously
appeared on the internet. However, this may only be the tip of the iceberg. Many mariners home-study from
materials they buy from many different sources including but by no means limited to Marine Education Textbooks.
The study material as well as the time spent in home-study represents an investment these mariners have made in
their careers in the merchant marine and in their future. Since this problem has been going on since July 2010
without resolution, our Association is urging mariners that call their U.S. Representative or Senator as you can see
in [Enclosure #6]. We also provide them with a full explanation of the problem they are up against.(1) [(1)e.g., NMA
Report #R-427-K, latest revision.]
I recently received information from one experienced mariner who mentioned about some “copyright” problem
the Coast Guard appears to be having. [Enclosure #7] In speaking with several other sources, it appears as if the
Coast Guard obtained permission to use certain illustrations on examinations but either did not ask or never sought
to make them available to the public via postings on the internet. Clearly our formal appeal covers the matter of
illustrations. Failure to make illustrations available to the public and then to use them on credentialing exams
appears to be either ignorance, incompetence, or lack of coordination on the part of the National Maritime Center.
Not only that, but it is also disrespectful to our mariners who have made an earnest effort to prepare for what they
believe will be a fair examination. These travesties certainly do not speak well of the Coast Guard’s administration
of merchant mariner credentialing examinations. Nor do we see that the National Maritime Center has been
particularly forthright, accommodating, or helpful to those mariners who reported this problem and suffered
setbacks to their careers. We assert that this problem needs a positive and immediate solution and aggrieved
mariners need to be accommodated.
In my letter of Oct. 2, 2010 to Capt. Lloyd [Enclosure #5] I acknowledged the re-appearance of the Q&A
database and other remaining problems. While the letter was necessarily blunt, I certainly expected to receive a
reply by this time. However, I will leave the follow-up and response to your office as a part of my original appeal.
Very truly yours,

Richard A. Block
Secretary, National Mariners Association
Cc: NMA Newsletter #88
Enclosures
#1 – USCG Appeal 2010-132 (08/03/12)
#2 – tnma0814.9xx
#3 – USCG FOIA 2012-3111 (09/27/12)
#4 – MET 10/18/12
#5 – tnma1002.1y
#6 – tnma1220.1xx
#7– unma0115.2b
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FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT REQUEST
February 19, 2013
Commandant (CG-611)
U.S. Coast Guard
1900 Half Street
Washington, D.C. 20593
Via Facsimile
Dear Sir or Madam,
Preliminary information: This requests deals specifically with illustrations currently used on U.S. Coast
Guard credentialing examinations. These illustrations are used by the National Maritime Center in Martinsburg,
WV and apparently are under the control of that office or by the Director of Inspections and Compliance. They
were previously made available to the public as the Merchant Marine Examination Illustration Book, Commandant
Publication P16721C. The illustrations were available to the public as well as on the internet until July 2010.
We failed to obtain satisfaction under previous FOIA 2012-3111 and “10-day” extension request that was never
completed as well as a closure attempt as a “Final Agency Action” that we subsequently objected to.
A mariner reported to our Association that he “… contacted the customer service desk at the National Maritime
Center (they) said that making the illustrations available to the public was a legal matter of copyright privileges. I asked
them how they could print these illustrations on a licensing exam, and they responded that they have that permission but
were not sure about being able to post the illustrations on the internet where everyone could use them.”
In this new FOIA request we seek the following specific information from the National Maritime Center or from
the Director of Inspections and Compliance at Coast Guard Headquarters:
1. Copies of official correspondence addressed to all copyright holders or their agents seeking to use those
illustrations or modified versions thereof in existing or future Engineering department credentialing exams.
2. Copies of official correspondence (if any) addressed to all identified copyright holders or their agents seeking to
expand permission to include making those illustrations available to the public “…where everyone could use
them.” If there has been no such effort, please notify us.
Very truly yours,

Richard A. Block

Secretary, National Mariners Association
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February 21, 2013
Attn: Secretary Janet Napolitano
U.S. Department of Homeland Security
Washington, D.C. 20528
Action Requested: Request for DHS-OIG Audit
Subject: Providing Reasonable Public Access to Coast Guard Examination Questions, Answers, and
Illustrations.
References: NMA Report #R-428-K, Rev. 6 (copy attached). Our File #GCM-287.
Dear Secretary Napolitano,
I ask you to recall my previous letter of June 22, 2011(1) on unresponsive Coast Guard officials and to
assure you that your intervention did elicit a response although it did not solve the underlying problem.
[(1)Report, p.11.]
In our request to your Inspector General’s “Hotline”(1) our Association asserted 1) the public’s right to
free access to the latest version of every examination question and answer, and 2) that it is a function of
the Coast Guard to maintain the database current.(2) We believe that in upholding our appeal and citing
the Supreme Court decision in Milner(3) that the public’s right to access that the Coast Guard suddenly
withdrew in July 2010 now rests on firmer ground. [(1)Report, p.2–5. (2)Report, p.2, introductory ¶.
(3)
Report, p.31.]
Our Association advocates for the interests of approximately 126,000 credentialed “limited-tonnage”
merchant mariners. I am writing to you about the consequences of unfortunate policy thrust upon our
mariners without warning in July 2010. I respectfully request that you submit this issue to your Inspector
General to audit all aspects of the Coast Guard’s entire exam creation policy.
Most “audits” are conducted in search of eliminating waste, fraud, and abuse and improving efficiency
in government. I assert that the actions taken by officers at the NMC wasted the time not only of your
own employees but seriously damaged the relationship between the Coast Guard and many parties that
prepare mariners to take (and pass) credentialing exams. I assert that this policy was harmful to a number
of merchant mariners that contacted our Association and have important stories to tell about the cost and
discouragement this disruption caused them as they prepared for advancement by denial to information
they needed for adequate preparation. [(1)One example appears on Report pages 42, 43.]
I request this audit in the hopes that it will lead to more efficient administration of functions under your
Agency’s purview including the following areas:
— Creation and maintenance of the National Maritime Center (NMC) Deck and Engine exam question
database. We acknowledge the excellent and perceptive maintenance accomplished during the period
from 1988 to 2008 where the database was purged of faulty questions and transferred to the internet to
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the benefit of the public. We assert that this is and must remain a Coast Guard function. We assert
that MERPAC should have an important role to play and should place more emphasis on our “limitedtonnage” mariners and in regard to engineroom training.(1) [(1)Report, p.29.]
— Restore the full and complete database to the internet including every illustration. We assert that the
database was seriously compromised during the past 2½ years that it was removed from public
scrutiny. For example, there were approximately 523 illustrations in the former Engineering
illustration book. The ties that connected questions to illustrations were severed affecting hundreds if
not thousands of exam questions. If permission to use any “copyrighted” illustration cannot be
obtained for public use, we assert that the Coast Guard should pay to have professionals draft a
replacement illustration.
— Solicit information, investigate, and determine the extent of the problems that instructors and mariners
experienced when the questions and answers were removed from public access.(1) We will cooperate
and direct examples to your attention. [(1)Examples include Report pgs. 19, 20, 42-44.]
— Determine the extent of unresolved problems resulting from the withdrawal of information from public
access. We noted some of these issues in the attached report.(1) [(1)Report, p. 38, 45, 46.]
— Improve the DHS OIG “Hotline” because our mariners need direct access to report important safety
and security problems. The “Hotline” failed us when we tried to use it.(1) Several mariners we
directed to the “Hotline” never received a response. [(1)Report, pgs. 2-5.]
— Improve Coast Guard officials’ replies to correspondence from members of the public.(1) [(1)Report, p.
11.]
— Improve handling of FOIA requests, especially those involving possible conflicts of interest within the
Coast Guard.(1) [(1)Report, pgs. 14, 21, 22, 24-27.]
I suggest that the attached NMA Report #R-428-K, Rev. 6 be used as a basic background and reference
document and that other interested parties with an interest be asked to contribute to the audit.
Very truly yours,

Richard A. Block
Secretary, National Mariners Association
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January 11, 2014
Attn: Mr. Ike Eisentrout
Deputy Director
National Maritime Center
100 Forbes Drive
Martinsburg, WV 25404
Subject: Problems with the Q&A Database + Illustrations
Our File: #GCM-287
Dear Ike,
Since our Directors meeting with you and Captain Stalfort at the National Maritime Center (NMC) at the time of the TSAC
and MERPAC meetings in Martinsburg, WV on September 21-24, 2009, I have written you many letters that you have always
attended to promptly. This led to the resolution of many of our mariner’s problems. Breaking with tradition, and for the
record(1), I respectfully request a written response or responses from your subordinates that I can share with our mariners.
[(1)In our NMA Newsletter and NMA Report #R-428-K.]
In your position as Deputy Director, I believe you are the long-term Federal officer that (hopefully) will provide
continuity for the credentialing program as the military “Commanding Officers” regularly rotate through the NMC to retire or
advance to another career advancing position and, in the past, spurned letters from our Association even after we asserted that
our efforts were focused on issues that collectively affect approximately 126,000 limited-tonnage credentialed merchant
mariners.
With that understanding, I assert that it is important to resolve or clarify a number of problems that deal with the Q&A
database + Illustrations and related areas under the control of the NMC.
As you can see, I credit our Association with successfully appealing several previous decisions regarding the Q&A +
illustrations database to restore complete public access to Q&A + illustrations. I have numbered the following for your
convenience.
#1. Mariners’ Right to Adequate Study Material for Examinations. Throughout the years, as an educator by profession,
and as a licensed mariner, I consistently advocated full transparency on all examination preparation materials for all mariners.
However, the latest struggle for transparency began after Captain Stalfort removed the question, answer, and illustration
(Q&A) database from the internet on July 12, 2010. You will find that I detailed the entire process in NMA Report #R-428-K,
Revision 6. I enclose this report for your reference as [Enclosure #1]. I propose to include this letter and your response(s) in a
future revision of this report.
At this time, I wish to point out my prepared remarks delivered at the conclusion of the MERPAC meeting in Houston on
March 13, 2013 and their “continuation” following that meeting that appeared in our Newsletter #90 (pgs. 4-7) as [Enclosure
#2] that constitutes our ongoing formal complaint about the handling of Engineering Electrical Questions, Answers, and
Illustrations (Q&A) in particular. The purpose of this letter and enclosures is, with your assistance, to seek direct answers
from those persons at the NMC currently responsible for maintaining the Q&A database under your supervision. As necessary,
please direct this request to other parties in your chain of command for fulfillment.
We have yet to determine the outline of any “Master Plan” or even credible reasoning that existed for removing the Q&A +
Illustrations database from public access and thereby damaging the Coast Guard’s relationship with members of the public that
previously supported, improved, and defended the database? We believe the Coast Guard leadership at the time was
incompetent or received bad advice.
#2. Candidates for Limited-tonnage Engineer Credentials. The recent publication of the STCW Final Rule, inter alia,
focuses my attention on the industry’s need for fully trained limited-tonnage engineers. It appears that STCW envisions a
four-year Academy graduate Engineer as a pre-packaged solution to manpower shortages even though the vast majority of
limited engineers are “hawsepipers” who worked their way up to their current licensed or unlicensed positions. Ever since
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1973, the Coast Guard, following existing statutes, displayed little concern for engineers on vessels of less than 200 GRT. Our
Association traces the background for this attitude in NMA Report #R-401-P available on our internet web site.
Obtaining the equivalent of a college education before a 2017 regulatory deadline is not a realistic option for most working
limited engineers or for most currently-employed mariners for that matter. The prospect of accepting loss of employment,
demotion with loss of pay, moving to inland waters to avoid as much of “STCW” as possible, or simply leaving the industry
are not attractive options facing many engineers who earned their place in the industry. Resentment and hard feelings between
“hawsepipers” and academy graduates, long tolerated in the industry, will continue to the detriment of all concerned.
The government waited far too long to address the gap of providing career transitions to the merchant marine for trained
Army, Navy, and Coast Guard personnel even after years of work by MERPAC member Father Sinclair Oubre and that are in
the advisory committee’s records.
The fact remains that industry avoided training limited-tonnage engineers for the past 40 years any more than absolutely
necessary for them to perform their jobs while relying on shore-based contractors for major repairs. This was accepted by the
Coast Guard and led to the fact that limited-tonnage engineers are now “undertrained” by international standards of STCW.
The fact that the Coast Guard suddenly decided to “raise the bar” by changing the policies for examining the knowledge
imparted to limited engineers will displace many mariners who served the marine industry faithfully for years. The fact that
the Coast Guard obscured the database and apparently changed a number of rules and policies did little more than sabotage the
existing Q&A + illustrations database when it was removed from public access. The new database and illustrations cloud the
Coast Guard expectations for candidates preparing for exams. It distracts and wastes considerable time, energy and resources
of instructors who assist candidates. Furthermore, the existing database appears to discriminate against limited engineer and
QMED candidates.
Our particular concern centers on limited-tonnage engineering candidates, primarily those mariners who work on
uninspected towing vessels and inspected offshore supply vessels (OSV). It is clear to us, as it was to Canadian officials, that
the credentials of many limited engineers reflected too little formal training in technical subjects.
At the same time, a number of employers, whether required by regulation or not, seek “licensed” engineers – reflecting a
view that a credential somehow supplants experience and represents a “better grade” of engineer more in line with heightened
customer awareness. This places a great deal of stress on many unlicensed engineers with years of work experience afloat that
qualify them for the jobs they currently hold but now face an exam that appears to have been made overly difficult by the
actions taken by the NMC in revising the database without adequate public scrutiny. We assert that the failure of the NMC
Commanding Officer to respond in a timely manner to letters of inquiry that our Association brought to the attention of
Congress(1) and that we later discussed and thought was resolved in our September 2009 meeting is the root cause of the
problem. [Refer to NMA Reports #R-428-D (2007) & R-428-D, Rev. 1 (2009).]
#3. Electricity. Over the years, we found the most difficult part of the exam for many limited engineer candidates is
Electricity. Years of almost total industry indifference to supporting formal training for their engineers as well as many
limited-tonnage mariners’ deficient background in math and science courses have teamed up to leave a shortage of suitable
training courses. While that could be overcome, the NMC by causing damage to the database that I detail in this letter has
discouraged candidates from pursuing traditional home-study preparation leading to an exam at the Regional Exam Centers
(REC). Rewriting a vast majority of electrical questions and tampering with the illustrations makes attempting to pass
whatever the Coast Guard concocts as exam much more difficult, uncertain, and time consuming. Since electricity is the most
difficult subject area, I concentrated on the existing 2299 questions and an unknown number of active illustrations.
#4. The withdrawal of the Q&A and especially its illustrations from the public domain for 2½ years in order to
restructure it without input from the public did not make sense and was not properly explained. Our Association requested
answers from the start. We filed a formal appeal and waited years for an answer. After all, members of the public working
with the Coast Guard, purged the existing database of incorrect, misleading, or badly worded questions. We look at the present
database released to us under FOIA in horror. We assert that the NMC damaged the database as much as they damaged their
relationship with the public including mariner candidates for upgrades, their instructors and other maritime educators.
#5. The introduction of new questions linked to unpublished illustrations disrupted the plans for advancement for many
limited-engineer candidates. Preparations that mariners make for taking an exam reverted to conditions that existed in the
period 1970 thru 1987.
During the period from July 2010 to the present, the National Maritime Center (NMC) performed a complete “about face”
in dealing with members of the public who previously worked closely with them in correcting and maintaining the database as
mentioned in [Enclosure #2]. These are the same type of problems we thought we had resolved in our meeting with you and
Captain Stalfort in 2009 in Martinsburg. By making unannounced changes behind closed doors, the NMC must realize that
schools, courses, and instructors require a considerable period of time to make their own changes. By working together as was
done in the past, the changes can be seamless for mariners.
#6. The NMC provided no guidance as to changes in the Engineering Illustration Book. This book, originally printed by
the U.S. Government Printing Office, was reprinted and updated by a number of publishers and schools for use by students.
Suddenly, new illustrations appeared on exams without warning where, in the past, all illustrations were in the public domain
and deemed necessary for exam preparation. This was covered in our FOIA appeal. However, we recently discovered that a
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large number of illustrations (and their questions) were withdrawn from use on the exam. We can show that many of these
illustrations were the types used for limited engineer license preparation.
#7. Seventy-one (71) new illustrations issued following our appeal mislead students. Although some numbers duplicate the
existing numbers in the USCG exam illustration book, most new illustrations do not appear to replace illustrations with the
same numbers in the existing exam illustration books. This is not only misleading but expensive for many candidates. To give
you an idea of the problem facing many mariners, the retail prices for Engineer illustration books by different publishers range
from $74 to $158 reflecting the costs of short-run printing – and many do not contain or even mention the 71 new “USCG”
illustrations. Here is an entire segment of the industry that has supported schools, courses, and mariners with the publications
previously printed by the Coast Guard (GPO) for many years. The NMC totally ignored this area as it proceeded blindly
providing no guidance regarding the numbering of “existing” or “new” illustrations. While a few illustrations duplicate old
illustration numbers but the two illustrations are not comparable. This leads us to question those in charge of the database. We
assert that the NMC did not manage this issue well. We ask that it be clarified for all mariners.
#8. While the NMC may be committed to the internet and a paperless society, we remind you that the NMC has ignored
the needs of many mariners who “home study” and still read books and published study materials as they have always done.
The NMC appears to downplay the importance of “home study” that takes place during off-duty hours “at sea” where there
may be no computer access available. In the past, all material used on an exam was based upon published sources that
mariners had reasonable access to. Years ago, the access to these sources by members of the public was abbreviated and
eventually eliminated. We are uncertain as to whether the NMC still even records the sources of test questions even for its own
use. Is it the intent of the Coast Guard to discourage home study as a means of obtaining a credential? We seek clarification of
this issue.
#9. Several hundred questions in the database (which we can list by number), simply refer to “the illustration” without
referring to the number of the illustration. While this may be useful to the Coast Guard in providing the appropriate illustration
directly via fax or e-mail to exam candidates, using this type of question makes it virtually impossible to use most of these
published questions, answers, and illustrations for exam preparation. If this is an intended consequence, we assert that it is
unfair to present such questions on any credentialing exam. This was one of the foundations upon which our original and
subsequent appeals were built. Since this defies our previous appeal, unless it is resolved, it will lead our Association to take
additional steps. Here is an example:
Example: Electrical Q#279: “As shown in figure “A” of the illustration, what is the primary reason that the propulsion
transformers are configured differently so as to produce a 30 degree phase shift in the pulses between two synchroconverters
supplying separate stator windings?
My question: What illustration are you referring to? Unless the NMC provides the illustration number that correlates
the question to the number of an illustration that is available in the public domain – as was done in the past in this manner:
(See illustration EL-0000) – then that question should be invalid on a publicly administered exam.
You may believe that providing a person taking a test at the REC with a copy of “figure A” of an illustration of some unknown
device to go with the question is satisfactory. However, this is not sufficient for license preparation purposes for those candidates
who prepare for the exam by home study as has been a tradition in the marine industry in the past and continues today. We seek to
have each illustration connected to a specific question by a unique number as was done in the past.
Utilizing this example, there are 2299 “electrical” questions in the database. In reviewing the database released to us,
nearly 300 questions in Electricity are divorced from their illustrations. In effect, the 2010 database contained complete
questions whereas the existing database contains roughly 300 incomplete questions with missing connections to illustrations.
We assert that, until the connections are made and appropriate illustrations are provided, 1) these questions should be
withdrawn from the database, and 2) mariners preparing for exams should be properly notified, and 3) when connections are
made public, then the questions could be reinstituted for use in active exams and for exam preparation purposes. To go one
step further, retroactive credit should be issued on all failed exams where such questions were used.
#10. Lack of direction. From my perspectives in my roles as a teacher, active mariner, publisher, and advocate for limitedtonnage merchant mariners, it appears that the NMC failed to take into consideration that many individuals and companies
depend upon the National Maritime Center for direction. While the NMC offers far reaching assistance in many areas, there
has been little besides the Q&A database that provides direction to those mariners who, for many valid reasons, must pass a
professional exam through home study.
Many limited tonnage mariners who try to advance in their profession cannot access the funds or the backing to prepare by
any means except home study. There are very few “schools” or “approved courses” for limited-tonnage engineering
candidates. Running the gauntlet of the existing exam system for engineering candidates can be very disheartening for those
with a limited educational background facing a system stacked against them. From what I have seen, the NMC has not reached
out to offer any credible guidance in this area.
The recent rulemaking on STCW(1) sidestepped MERPAC’s recommendation “that the government pursue creating
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methods of funding for maritime education due to the impact of the regulatory training and education requirements. (46 USC
51103).” We note that Congress also sidestepped the issue of funding maritime education in 2010. This is a very real problem
our Association has addressed before and will continue to do so. [(1)78 FR 77873, Dec. 24, 2013.]
#11. In revising and updating the Q&A database, the NMC ignored existing publications and offered no guidance to
publishers or mariners. As a publisher, my company (which I recently sold) provided copies of all publications authorized
for use in the exam room for use by individual mariners in home study exam preparation and in use by a number of maritime
schools throughout the country. There were, and still are, other such vendors. These mirrored publications made available by
the NMC on the internet after current editions were no longer readily available from the Government Printing Office. Many of
the reference books are still available, although the NMC began to introduce new illustrations that were not available to the
public that we knew nothing about until candidates reported failing their exams with material not available to them.
In the past, new and updated Q&A + illustrations always were made available to the public before being placed in an exam
and members of the public responded with corrections to the database that reduced errors passed along to exam candidates.
Our Association formally appealed this very arbitrary treatment by Captain Stalfort and later Captain Lloyd who, typically,
refused to answer our correspondence. After almost 2½ years, we prevailed in our appeal. We now expect conditions to return
to normal, not some “new normal” that harms our mariners.
The database was put back on line and the Coast Guard provided us with 71 illustrations (some in color). Unfortunately, it
appears that the NMC either failed to provide the illustration number to connect the questions to either the “old” or “new”
illustrations or did not make available (or perhaps has not completed) all of the exam illustrations to support existing questions
released on the internet. In any event, the database provided to the public continues to be deficient. We seek clarification of
this issue.
In addition, the stated intent of notifying the public (in a MERPAC meeting) that the NMC would make corrections and
updates to its Q&A database on an annual basis is inadequate and far beneath the standards that concerned members of the
public are accustomed to.
#12. The NMC has been less than forthright on the extent of its illustrations “Copyright” problem. By studying existing
examination questions, we determined that many illustrations apparently withdrawn from use directly impacted exam questions
that affect limited-engineer and QMED candidates. We find it hard to believe all the illustrations withdrawn were beset with
copyright infringement problems, as many of the illustrations were clearly homemade. I can provide examples.
#13. No plans to make the database public. It appears that the Coast Guard, through Captain Stalfort, had no intention of
ever making the database public again. He and his successor allowed it to be pillaged, sacked, and rewritten. We were never
informed as to the goals and who was behind these changes. We protest that this was allowed to happen because it destroyed
years of public input and correction.
In a joint MERPAC/TSAC meeting in New Orleans on March 9-12, 2010, Mr. Bob Smith, who was in charge of the database at
the time, expressed a concern that the Coast Guard needed more exam questions to a greater depth and extent as well as new
questions that covered unspecified additional topics. He expressed disappointment that organizations applying for approved courses
did not provide him with sufficient new questions but, instead, submitted existing USCG database questions for their end-of-course
exams.
We opined that the existing database Q&A + Illustrations were proven products and possibly deficient as Mr. Smith asserted.
We pointed out that the Coast Guard could set guidelines and “contract out” development of new questions as they had done in the
past and, since then, have continued to do. We did not recommend the editorial process that was used to turn existing question
stems into a complete sentence that uniformly terminated with a question mark(?). We did not suggest that he upset a numbering
system that put all users of the database on the same page when offering a legitimate challenge to a question, an answer, or an
illustration. At that meeting, Mr. Smith made no mention of removing the database from the internet which was done less than
four months later. We assert that this would have been an excellent opportunity to broach these issues to members of both Federal
advisory committees. MERPAC and TSAC committee members should be as offended as we are that this was not done.
#14. MERPAC recommended(1) that their advisory committee assist in the development of documentation describing in
considerable detail what is contained in each examination in the form of module descriptions. We believe that this
recommendation has great merit.
We cite as an example the type of guidance offered by the Seafarers International Union in its January 2014 issue of the
Seafarers Log.
The current exam topic tables and the separate exam guide (e.g., Modules vs Topics) are less than helpful to mariners
preparing for a credentialing exam. We believe the Coast Guard should draft an appropriate MERPAC task statement, and
further urge that this work start with a thorough review of “national” engineer officer and ratings exams. [Refer to 78 FR
77869, column 3.]
#15. Reference book list on NMC website. Captain Lloyd, outgoing NMC Commanding Officer, in front of incoming NMC
Commanding Officer Captain Novotny stated to Mr. Richard Plant at the MERPAC meeting in Houston, TX on March 12,
2013 that illustrations would not be given out to the public. When Richard Plant mentioned that the NMC should at least
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provide the publications, it was Captain Lloyd who responded: “…and the page number or illustration number!” We will work
on that when I get back to the office.”
Since that time, nothing has been forth coming to Richard Plant, the public or the industry. Consequently, the reference
books list, as posted on the NMC website, gets more and more out of date with references to non-existing publishers and/or
non-available publications.
#16. After reading the STCW Final Rule, we are unable to make any connection between the damage we allege was done to
the Q&A + illustration database between July 2010 to present and the STCW rulemaking project. Please explain if there was
any connection or requirement based on this particular rulemaking project that caused the Coast Guard to remove the Q&A +
Illustrations database from the public domain and make the changes seen in the revised database.
According to the STCW Final Rule, an American mariner seeking any STCW endorsement must first have a comparable
national credential. He/she should have full access to non-proprietary information to prepare for his/her exam. We believe the
previously existing database (as of July 12, 2010) appeared to meet that requirement.
Candidates for STCW endorsements need access to non-proprietary information regarding any STCW documents the exam
incorporates. We refer specifically to foreign copyrights held by IMO. How does the NMC plan to handle this issue?
#17. It is clear to us that the existing database is no longer “Ready for Prime Time.” Yet exams of some sort are still
being cranked out. This means that some instructors must revert to the questionable policy of “debriefing” mariners wherever
possible – as was done in the 1970s and 1980s and represents a step backward to that era.
#18. References available in the exam room. Through previous correspondence, we understood that it was Coast Guard
policy to gear regulatory-type exam questions U.S. “national” regulations readily available to the public. Recently, it appears
that U.S. regulatory rulemaking has found it difficult to keep up with the regulatory effluvia from the IMO. It appears that the
policy of basing exam questions on “national” regulations (i.e., the CFR) may have changed and may be drifting towards
NVICs (which are not regulations) and toward use of IMO publications. Please clarify if this is the Coast Guard’s plan? If so,
it should be made clear to members of the public who devote their personal time and resources in preparing for an examination.
Following publication of the STCW Final Rule on Dec. 24, 2013, it is unclear to us how, if, or when the NMC plans to
provide IMO reference material for exam candidates either in the Regional Exam Centers (REC) or by requiring schools or
presenters of individual “USCG Approved Courses” to provide IMO publications when new STCW “Manila amendment”
questions appear on officer and rating credentialing exams. We understand that there are many international regulations that
could be referenced in exam questions and that an entire databank of these questions is already “waiting in the wings.” Please
also clarify when these new unpublished questions will be released to the database.
Please clarify how the NMC plans to handle the reference publications issue and how it expects approved courses and
individual mariners to prepare for this while preparing for STCW endorsements. We understand that STCW could affect up to
60,000 merchant mariners.
Purchasing IMO Copyright-protected publications is expensive, for example: SOLAS $225; STCW $120; MARPOL
$165. We request this clarification in order to provide our mariners, employers, unions, schools, and presenters of approved
courses with a comprehensive list of these publications sooner, rather than later, so that all can be better prepared.
It takes time to order foreign publications and a significant amount of money to purchase these international agreement
documents. As stated in the preamble to the STCW final Rule (p.77841) that, “…it is strongly felt that since the United States
is signatory to the International Convention that rather then paying the International Maritime Organization (IMO) for the cost
of their publications that our Government Printing Office (GPO) should be printing them for distribution within the United
States so that they would be available at a more reasonable rate or at least be put on line for reference via the web.” We opine
that the United States pays far more than its fair share to support all United Nations organizations including the IMO.
#19. Alleged poor condition of reference publications in the exam room: Our Association received a verbal report from a
mariner that reference publications available to him in one Regional Exam Center deteriorated into deplorable condition with
broken bindings and missing pages. The mariner was disappointed that the money he spent in preparing to take his exam as
well as the direct “user fee” for the exam itself did not merit a reference library in better condition. Although the mariner did
not want me to name the REC, I thought the comment had merit.
#20. Examination Illustrations in color: A deck license exam candidate taking a rules of the road exam in the REC
complained that illustrations of a light displays were presented to him with circles and abbreviations of R, G, Y, W for the
colors Red, Green, Yellow, White etc. rather than the actual colors. He found that since he had studied from colored panels in
a commercially available Merchant Marine Deck Examination Illustration Book, that his exam should contain comparable
illustrations. He reported that he brought several colored pencils to correlate the abbreviations with the actual colors and found
this reassuring. I thought his comment had merit.
A number of the 70 “new” engineering illustrations issued to earlier this year under FOIA also had illustrations in color.
What are your guidelines about providing illustrations in color to mariners taking exams?
I regret having to trouble you at a time when the NMC is troubled by “increased processing times for credentials, security
endorsements, and services” as announced on the NMC website on Dec. 20, 2013 by Captain Novotny. However, the present
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condition of the Q&A + Illustrations database released to us under FOIA – and especially the Engineering database that I have
been working with for the past 3 months – is so unsatisfactory that our Association will be unable to recommend that any of
our mariners sit for any limited engineer exam until it is repaired and made user-friendly.
Very truly yours,

Richard A. Block
Secretary, National Mariners Association
Enclosures:
#1 – NMA Report #R-428-K, Revision 6
#2 – Excerpt, NMA Newsletter #90, pgs. 4-7
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NMA STATEMENT TO MERPAC MEMBERS
ON COAST GUARD CREDENTIALING EXAMS
[Enclosure # 2 to Mr. Eisentrout]
[Transcript of remarks by your NMA Secretary at the conclusion of the MERPAC meeting in Houston, Tx, Wednesday
March 13, 2013.]
I am Richard Block, Secretary of the National Mariners Association since 1999.
Task Statement #58 tasks MERPAC with providing the Coast Guard with the experience of external stakeholders during
the restructuring and centralization of the licensing program at the NMC. Our mariners are external stakeholders.
The National Mariners Association speaks out on many issues on behalf of the nation’s 126,000 “limited tonnage”
merchant mariners. The issue of Coast Guard examinations is among the most important of these issues.
The Coast Guard needs to know whether the changes implemented in centralizing the Mariner Licensing and Documenting
(MLD) program are producing improvements in the levels of service the agency provides to mariners. For a number of years,
we asserted serious problems exist.
On July 6, 2010, the Commanding Officer of the National Maritime Center removed public access to exam questions,
answers and illustrations (Q&A) used on all merchant mariner exams. These are public documents whose public access was
granted to the public following a lengthy appeal in 1987. I am the person responsible for filing that appeal. I believe my
original and subsequent appeals were supported by a recent Supreme Court decision.
Following the Q&A removals, I immediately protested in writing to Capt. Stalfort to return the Q&A to the internet. This
was followed by additional correspondence that built over 2½ years until my second appeal was granted and the NMC was
directed to “…reinstate the previous policy of publishing examination questions and answers on the NMC website.”
The fact that the appeal process appeared to work – the second time in 25 years on the same issue – should not mislead
anyone. It only demonstrates that the action of removing the Q&A from public access went against the Congressional intent of
the Freedom of Information Act. This action distorted a longstanding and successful Coast Guard program of maintaining the
Q&A database and, in doing so, trampled upon the rights of the public, injured merchant mariners aspiring to obtain or upgrade
their credentials, brought additional costs and uncertainties to their employers, upset schools, academies and many individual
instructors providing training for mariners, and damaged the credibility of established publishers providing a variety of
examination preparation materials and who, incidentally relieved the Coast Guard of the burden of providing this material.
The Secretary of Homeland Security has been well aware of this problem since we contacted her in June 2011. I recently
requested that her DHS Inspector General conduct an “audit” of the National Maritime Center’s examination program and
database in order to provide more efficient administration of its Agency functions and clarify the Coast Guard’s
responsibilities to many external stakeholders. To give her auditors something to work with, our Association furnished her
with a copy of NMA Report #R-428-K, Revision 6 containing our record of this issue that is the latest revision of the report
we e-mailed to each MERPAC member several years ago
While posting the Q&A and a few of over 500 illustrations previously displayed on the internet responds to our Appeal, it
does not do so completely. There are many shortcomings in the material that was restored to the public domain that leaves
great gaps in its usefulness to members of the public. We assert that these gaps are fully attributable to the current managers
of this program. On behalf of our mariners and members of the public, we expect to see these deficiencies resolved promptly.
Our Association recently prepared and distributed NMA Report #R-461 to our mariners. That report focuses exclusively
with the existing condition of the database as it affects limited-tonnage engineer license exams. It is a temporary report that
will be revised periodically.
While the Coast Guard found the funds to almost double the size of their staff devoted to Merchant Marine credentialing
activities during the 2006-2010 period, our Association now has serious concerns in light of tightening budgets whether enough
personnel with the requisite knowledge and talent will be available to untangle the colossal blunders of the past 2½ years
discussed in these two reports and reported by others in the course of this meeting.
I respectfully request that MERPAC post a copy of NMA Reports #R-428-K and #R-461on the MERPAC website where
they will be accessible to the public. ¢
[Note: We e-mailed the foregoing to the Designated Federal Officer (DFO) on day after the meeting for inclusion on
MERPAC’s Website]
Continuation
I mentioned (orally) that our Association represents approximately 126,000 mariners on 25 “limited tonnage mariner
issues” that we last defined for Congress in NMA Report #R-350, Rev. 6 – revised for the 112th. Congress in March 2011.
This new issue of the exam Q&A database withdrawal was thrust upon us on July 6, 2010 by the Commanding Officer of
the National Maritime Center (Capt. David Stalfort) and continued by his successor (Capt. Anthony Lloyd) without ever
providing a meaningful and detailed explanation. Neither officer responded to our formal correspondence in a timely manner
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without the direct intervention of the DHS Secretary. If there was a good reason for this sudden change in Coast Guard policy,
it was never articulated.
Lack of Transparency
There was a complete lack of transparency in the operation of the National Maritime Center’s management of the
examination Q&A database during the two years it was inaccessible to the public. We believe that MERPAC and the public
should be aware of the following information:
1. Apparently either under orders or on their own volition, the NMC re-wrote the stems of thousands of questions utilizing a
different question format. This change may have made many questions more difficult for many limited tonnage mariners to
comprehend. We included many samples in NMA Report #R-461. Had the Coast Guard used the previous transparent
process, they would have received input from the public for the past 2½ years before subjecting mariners to questions and
illustrations they had not prepared for. We believe that, at a bare minimum, MERPAC should have had the opportunity to
offer its input to these drastic changes in public availability made in July 2010.
2. The NMC demonstrated that it was either unaware or totally insensitive to the fact that many mariners utilize printed
materials to prepare for their examinations. While the NMC stated during the meeting that it understands that we are in a
transition between printed and electronic data, they failed to give adequate consideration to publishers of printed material.
Any sudden change in direction or lack of transparency has a significant impact upon the printed materials in the hands of
mariners, on sale to mariners through public outlets such as specialty book stores, and for printed materials (and their
masters) that must be edited, revised, updated, or scrapped as a result of precipitate actions not coordinated with the public –
such happened here. Examples include merchant marine examination Reference Material that may be outdated.
Thousands of these books are in print or are on the shelves of schools, book stores, and REC exam rooms often provided by
private publishers. This brings unexpected expenses upon mariners and publishers and damages the credibility of those
businesses (including specialty retail booksellers) that offer or offered them for sale.
Without specific direction from the NMC – that has not been forthcoming – it may take months for publishers to determine
which if any changes were made by the National Maritime Center during the period when the material was withdrawn from
the public.
Continued lack of complete availability of these exam reference materials including illustrations hampers every mariner
who attempts to prepare for an original credential or upgrade exam. That means old books are “outdated” but new books or
even replacement pages may not be available for thousands of mariners that use these books. Many mariners may give up in
frustration and disgust.
3. In the Minutes of the October 2011 MERPAC meeting under Recommendations on USCG-2004-17914 SNPRM in Task
Statement 75, appears this specific recommendation – Emphasis is ours!:
(46 CFR §) “11.900 tables are pre-STCW….
1) Completely remove the table 11.910-2 & 11.950-2 from the SNPRM.
2) In lieu of the table, the USCG should issue documentation with considerable detail as to what is contained in each exam
for each license level.
3) MERPAC should assist in the development of this documentation, which might take the form of a module description as
has been used in the past.
4) Task Statement #71 regarding license exam questions cannot logically proceed until recommendations 1-3 are well
underway.
This statement confirms that MERPAC previously identified and discussed the longstanding disconnect between the list of
“topics” that appears in the Code of Federal Regulations and the presentation of the actual exam in “Modules” that existed
from the introduction of these tables many years ago. MERPAC understands that the list of topics itself contains huge gaps.
The only guidance the Coast Guard has ever offered mariners in preparing for an exam is an accurate list of the examination
Questions and Answers including illustrations. Nothing more is available. This explains why the published Q&A have been
so widely used by maritime educators.
Maritime educators do not view their access to Q&A as an attempt to steal an exam or diminish the importance of any
credential as the Coast Guard appears to believe. Rather, it is a proper utilization of the best and only guidance available
now and in the foreseeable future. The NMC’s intent to provide “specimen questions” offered as a substitute is not , has
not, and cannot be achieved for the entire spectrum of the current exam requirements.
4. All merchant mariners owe a debt of gratitude to Richard Plant. As a merchant marine officer, outstanding maritime
educator for many years, and highly respected advisor to our Association from 1999 to 2003, we are constantly amazed by
his mastery of the grossly inadequate output available to the public from the National Maritime Center. We believe that
Richard Plant has done an outstanding job of preparing and enhancing the recently available database for our nation’s
merchant marine officers and ratings. In our discussions, we note that Richard Plant offered his expertise to the current
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Commanding Officer of the National Maritime Center and was rebuffed for many months. We assert that his efforts will be
of great benefit to our limited tonnage mariners in cleaning up the obstructions placed in their path by the National Maritime
Center.
Our Association continues to assert the Q&A + illustrations are public property. If the National Maritime Center has used
some illustrations without permission, responding to that issue must be their responsibility. However, the Coast Guard never
released any details of the “copyright” issue as it affects those illustrations used on exams and released to the public for years.
We have had to pry this information out of them by repeated FOIA requests. Correctly or not, we associate this “secrecy” or
lack of transparency to the military mindset of the last two Commanding Officers of the National Maritime Center. Our
Association and others currently attempt to access this information under FOIA. That action unnecessarily taxes our
resources, our patience, and those of the government.
While fully recognizing the rights of copyright holders, we assert that any illustrations used on any exam administered to
our mariners must be fully available to the public as in the past. If not available, we assert these illustrations must be
replaced or re-created.
Under former administrations (and most recently under the administration of Capt. Ernest Fink), the Coast Guard
adequately and successfully shepherded the public trust in allowing reasonable public access to the Q&A database. Since
our Association was never fully apprised of the reasons for the removal of the database from public access, we cannot offer
any support whatsoever for this action. If, as suspected, the Coast Guard’s position is based upon interests or “requirements”
of any national or international organization, we trust that the requested “audit” by the DHS Inspector General of the NMC’s
exam database will allow the harmonization of their agency’s (USCG) actions with the protection offered by U.S. laws that
make this type of information freely available to the public.
Director vs Commanding Officer. In spite of a previous problem with this approach, we urge the Coast Guard to consider
replacing the Commanding Officer of the NMC with a Civilian Director from the Senior Executive Service.
5. As to the condition of the database as it was “returned” to public accessibility, we assert that it now has many serious
deficiencies. Deficiencies noted by our Association appear in NMA Report #R-428-K, Rev. 6, pages 38-39, 45-46 that we
agreed would appear on the MERPAC website. We note that Richard Plant provided a separate report that was made
available at the MERPAC meeting. We trust that his hard work will receive equal consideration and display as ours on the
MERPAC website at https://homeport.uscg.mil/merpac.
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124 North Van Avenue
Houma, Louisiana 70363-5895
Phone: (985) 851-2134
Fax: (985) 879-3911
E-mail: richardblock@nationalmariners.us
Web: www.nationalmariners.us
Asserting our right “…to petition the Government for redress of grievances.”
Amendment 1, U.S. Constitution, Dec. 15, 1791

Mr. Mark. C. Gould
Alternate Designated Federal Officer
Merchant Marine Personnel Advisory Committee
U.S. Coast Guard Headquarters
2703 Martin Luther King, Jr. Avenue
Washington, DC 20593
February 18, 2014
Dear Mark,
At a previous MERPAC meeting in Houston on March 12, 2013 I addressed a statement to MERPAC as a
member of the public regarding the Coast Guard’s removal of public access for 2½ years to the Deck and Engine
examination question and answer + illustration (Q&A) database. Although our appeal was granted and access was
restored, we were distressed to find that our access was far from what previously existed and that the database we
discovered was, in my opinion, in great disarray.
I have been working with the Engine database for a number of months. During that time, I prepared the attached
letter directed to the Deputy Director of the National Maritime Center that addresses a number of issues that I
believe fall within the domain of MERPAC. I received a reply stating in part: “Thank you for sending us your
concerns and they will be addressed after a thorough review. As you are aware, your letter details numerous issues
and it will take some time to provide an appropriate response. However, please rest assured that a formal response
will be sent to you as soon as possible. Please check back with my administrative assistant Ms. Karen Quigley
(304) 433-3403 or Karen.L.Quigley@USCG.mil periodically to see the status of our reply. We are facing big
challenges again, but hope to work through them as we did in 2009.”
MERPAC and other Federal Advisory Committees can only address a problem if it is presented to them. The
purpose of this correspondence is to present these problems as stated in the attached letter dated January 11, 2014 to
the Deputy Director of the National Maritime Center. I believe that he will provide the Coast Guard’s response at
his convenience considering the NMC’s workload. I believe that his replies are far more important to members of
the public who are concerned with Coast Guard-administered exams than its reply as correspondence to our
Association. In light of your work on the STCW final rulemaking released on Dec. 24, 2013, I seek your help in
framing this as a MERPAC Task Statement for the Committee to adopt if it so chooses. I also ask that you publish
this correspondence on MERPAC’s website prior to the next MERPAC meeting at the STAR Center scheduled for
March 11, 2014.
Very truly yours,

Richard A. Block
Secretary, National Mariners Association
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124 North Van Avenue
Houma, Louisiana 70363-5895
Phone: (985) 851-2134
Fax: (985) 879-3911
E-mail: richardblock@nationalmariners.us
Web: www.nationalmariners.us
Asserting our right “…to petition the Government for redress of grievances.”
Amendment 1, U.S. Constitution, Dec. 15, 1791

February 25, 2014
The Honorable John D. Rockefeller IV, Chairman
The Honorable John Thune, Ranking Member
Committee on Commerce, Science and Transportation
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
The Honorable Bill Shuster, Chairman
The Honorable Nick J. Rahall, II, Ranking Member
Committee on Transportation and Infrastructure
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515
Subject: Maritime Training for Limited-Tonnage Merchant Mariners
Reference: GAO Report 14-212, January 2014: Maritime Administration Should Assess Potential Mariner
Training Needs.
Gentlemen,
On behalf of our Association and the 126,000 limited-tonnage mariners we speak for, I offer the
following comments upon the report your Committees recently requested and received from the GAO.
Although our Association was not asked to participate in this report, we note that “some stakeholders
GAO interviewed expressed concerns about MARAD’s focus on the oceangoing sector in regard to
maritime training, especially as the maritime industry has evolved to predominately serve domestic
waterways.”
That statement is “on target.” Based on my work with limited-tonnage mariners and their dealings
with Federal agencies for the past 44 years, after MARAD closed its Radar schools in the early 1980s, the
agency offered no effective leadership in the training of most of the nation’s limited-tonnage merchant
mariners.
We might complain if the Committees you lead in Congress had ignored us for the past decade.
However, that is not the case! We are very appreciative that that the House Transportation and
Infrastructure Committee under Chairmanship of Rep. James Oberstar and its Coast Guard and Maritime
Transportation Subcommittee under Rep. Elijah Cummings and the Committee staff under Mr. John
Cullather worked to turn out the Coast Guard and Maritime Transportation Act of 2010. The Act
responded to a number of our requests and showed that Congress understands that limited-tonnage
mariners represent a clear majority of all credentialed mariners with a voice that asks to be heard.
Nevertheless, we recognize that Congress has a supervisory rather than an administrative role in mariner
training.
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If the 113th Congress expects MARAD to administer the professional training of our mariners who
serve on 6500 small passenger vessels, 6200 towing vessels, 1500 offshore supply vessels and
innumerable small uninspected passenger vessels, understand that the shortcomings exposed in the GAO
report have existed for many years.
We assert that MARAD’s concern for the deep-sea merchant fleet is well placed, and we praise their
attention and limited resources to addressing this historic and important task. We do not need to point out
that the Coast Guard, and not MARAD, holds the de facto role in administering the training that affects
our limited-tonnage mariners. In fact, we respectfully encourage your committees to again address those
Coast Guard’s policies that directly affect limited-tonnage mariner training.
Areas of Concern for Limited-Tonnage Mariner Training:
1. The lasting impact of removing Exam Questions and Answers & Illustrations from the Internet.
Traditionally, most limited-tonnage mariners obtained licenses after home study often followed by
completing license-prep classes followed by an exam taken at a Coast Guard Regional Exam Center.
The exam was based upon 25,000 questions and answers (Q&A) made available to the public only after
an appeal I directed on behalf of the National Association of Maritime Educators to the Commandant was
granted on July 18, 1988.(1) In 1988, most aspiring mariners could save or borrow to pay for the
necessary training. Their license represented a diploma, an upgraded professional status, and the pride of
earning it that has faded in recent years. [(1)Refer to Enclosure #1, pg. 8]
On July 12, 2010, the Commanding Officer of the National Maritime Center removed access to 25,000
exam questions, answers, and illustrations previously available to the public for over 20 years. Why they were
abruptly removed must have reflected a change in policy done on whose authority and for what reasons or
purposes remains without explanation. To the best of our knowledge and belief the three Federal advisory
committees (MERPAC, TSAC & NOSAC) were never consulted. That action left in its wake a Copyright
scandal that remains without a full explanation ever being offered to the affected public. As members of the
public we believe we deserve a complete explanation and believe you deserve an explanation as well!
Removal of the Q&A initiated another formal appeal process that extended for 2½ years and finally
resulted in restoring a seriously compromised database to the internet. This action alone delayed and
discouraged many of our mariners, especially Engineer candidates, from advancing in their careers. Our
Association maintained a record of this appeal and directs your attention to [Enclosure #1, pages 50-55] that
explains existing problems with a badly damaged database our mariners must deal with. We plan to share our
concerns with the Merchant Marine Personnel Advisory Committee.
2. Coping With Training Expenses.
Until 1995, most limited-tonnage mariners paid for their own training. While some employers
advanced funds for formal training, there often were strings attached and the practice was by no means
universal. Until that time, the cost of attending a typical limited-tonnage deck license prep class ranged
between $250 and $1,200 and took from one to three weeks. There was virtually no engine license
training from 1973 until the present, although some boat companies on occasion, sent Engineers to factory
“engine schools” and occasionally offered limited practical training on other installed equipment.
Starting in 1995 with the introduction of new STCW regulations, prices for training began to soar.
Before that time there were very few Coast Guard “approved courses” for any mariners. With the coming
of Coast Guard course approval process, the cost of mariner training soared. Our Association repeatedly
expressed our deep concern that the spiraling cost of mariner training was out of control.
In the Fall 2008 issue of Proceedings of the Merchant Marine Safety Council, a Coast Guard
publication, the following statement appeared: “One company, McAllister towing, found that in addition
to sea time requirements, it also had to send company deckhands through seven weeks of training classes.
The cost to advance one deckhand to mate through the apprentice mate system was costing McAllister
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about $78,000. Most of the costs associated with the process came from the year of sea time as an extra
crewmember (the apprentice steersman).” said John Torgersen, quality and safety director. “This is a
great deal of money, and more than residential students pay for traditional two-year maritime college
programs.” Later, during a TSAC working group meeting, I asked a training representative at Kirby
Marine in Houston if these figures were in line with his company’s costs to raise a deckhand to mate of
towing vessels. He assured me they were.
It is clear that in events leading up to a Congressional hearing held on July 9, 2010 that Chairman
Cummings understood our limited-tonnage mariners often faced severe financial problems meeting
expenses related to training including tuition, room, and board. He introduced a federal student loan
program that, unfortunately, was dropped in the final legislative process in 2010. Our Association
welcomed and appreciated his vigorous efforts to marshal support to improve the situation on behalf of all
mariners.
While the quality of maritime training has improved over the years, many mariners still a need a
meaningful, well constructed student loan bill like the one prepared by Congressman Cummings to cope
with training expenses and advance in the industry. While we understand the nationwide concern over
“student loans,” we respectfully ask your committees to review this issue.
3. The Desperate State of Limited Tonnage Engineer Training.
Most owners and operators of vessels of up to 1,600 GRT (3,000 tons ITC) recognize the value of their
investment in the machinery installed in their vessels. While willing to pay necessary repair bills from
shore-based mechanics, electricians and technicians, many owners and operators are far less willing to
invest in training the mariners they expect to operate and maintain their valuable equipment.
Over the years, thousands of owners and operators of the commercial vessels who employ our mariners
were allowed to ignore formal engineer training. Even the concept of carrying a trained engineer has been
replaced by the idea that an untrained “deckineer” can handle engineroom and deck duties without regard
to a 12-hour day that is not even guaranteed by statute to those who are not “officers.”
Our Association expresses deep concern for the safety and wellbeing of mariners who work in the
enginerooms and machinery spaces of tugs, towboats, offshore supply vessels and some small passenger
vessels. We are concerned on two levels –1) for their personal safety and 2) the avoidance of formal
vocational training to end the cycle of the “blind leading the blind” that leads to injuries and damage.
While our primary concern is for mariners who have no credentials, we seriously doubt that the existing
Coast Guard “credentialing” process provides an adequate answer.
In closing, we urge your Committees to continue to support safety, accountability, and formal
vocational training for our limited-tonnage mariners.
Very truly yours,

Richard A. Block
Secretary
National Mariners Association

Enclosures:
#1 –NMA Report #R-428-K, Rev. 8
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Edited E-mail Correspondence
REPLY
Dear Mark,
Thank you for your reply. To comply with your request, I reviewed the report and provided
signatures to the two letters you specified and signed other parts of the report retroactively.
I decided to update the report I sent you from Revision 7 to Revision 8 noting the change in the
"Publication History" beneath the letterhead. I also draw your attention to this and a recent modification
of our approach to this issue from "supervision" to "oversight" by revising the report's title since we never
received the courtesy of a reply from the Secretary of Homeland Security. I also added signatures as I
reviewed the record and noted those added. Please advise as to the results of your bosses consideration of
my request and any other policies concerning contact with Committee members and use of the Docketing
process that currently exist or may be developed.
Richard A. Block, B.A., M.S. (Ed.)
Master #1186377
Secretary, National Mariners Association
124 N Van Ave
Houma, LA 70363-5895 Tel: (985) 851-2134
Fax: (985) 879-3911 www.nationalmariners.us
richardblock@nationalmariners.us
-----Original Message----From: Mark.C.Gould@uscg.mil [mailto:Mark.C.Gould@uscg.mil] Sent:
Monday, February 24, 2014 2:30 PM
To: richardblock@nationalmariners.us
Subject: RE:
RichardSorry for the delay in responding, I had to wait for some of the bosses to return from official travel
before I could respond.
Before we can consider your request, we have to receive copies of your letters with signatures on them.
I assume that you have a copy of these letters (the one to me and the one to the NMC). Could you please
make a copy of these letters and sign them and then either send them by snail mail or scan them and email them to me? Once we receive the signed letters, we can consider your request.
Many thanks,
Mark Gould
-----Original Message----From: richardblock@nationalmariners.us [mailto:richardblock@nationalmariners.us] Sent:
Wednesday, February 19, 2014 11:52 AM
To: Gould, Mark C CIV
Subject:
Edited E-mail Correspondence
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